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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 

RUNX1-ETO induces an anti-leukemic response that is overcome in acute myeloid 
leukemia development 

 

by 

 

Russell Christopher De Kelver 

Doctor of Philosophy in Biology 

University of California, San Diego, 2013 

Professor Dong-Er Zhang, Chair 

 Acute myeloid leukemia (AML) is the most prevalent form of adult leukemia. The 

most common chromosomal translocation associated with this malignancy is 

t(8;21)(q22;q22), which generates the fusion protein RUNX1-ETO (AML1-ETO), a 

transcription factor that both activates and represses target gene transcription. However, 

RUNX1-ETO alone is insufficient to cause leukemia. Herein we examine the 

mechanisms of t(8;21)-associated AML development. We identify the N-CoR binding site 

in the NHR4 domain as a critical factor inhibiting the leukemic potential of RUNX1-ETO. 

When this site is removed through mutation or deletion, there is an attenuation of both 

RUNX1-ETO transcriptional repression and negative cellular effects, such as induction 

of apoptosis and cell cycle block, and the fusion protein is able to induce leukemia in a 
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murine model. This supports the idea that the degree of transcriptional dysregulation by 

RUNX1-ETO is an important factor in AML development.  

 Therefore, we next examined gene classes differentially regulated by RUNX1-

ETO and its leukemogenic isoforms RUNX1-ETO9a and RUNX1-ETO-W692A. We 

thereby identify type I interferon signaling as being strongly upregulated by RUNX1-ETO 

but less so by its leukemogenic isoforms. We further determine that interferons inhibit 

RUNX1-ETO-induced increases in self-renewal in vitro and that knockout of the type I 

interferon receptor significantly accelerates RUNX1-ETO9a-induced leukemia 

development in vivo. This identifies interferon signaling as one mechanism of RUNX1-

ETO-induced cellular toxicity that must be overcome in leukemia development and 

supports the use of interferons in the treatment of AML. 

 Finally, we examine the regulation of Alox5 by RUNX1-ETO9a. Although Alox5 

has been shown to be critically required by BCR-ABL to induce chronic myeloid 

leukemia, our data demonstrate that it is not required in vivo for the induction of AML by 

RUNX1-ETO9a. However, in studying its regulation we identify KLF6 as a novel 

regulator of RUNX1-ETO9a transcriptional activation. KLF6 itself is strongly upregulated 

in primary human t(8;21)+ AML patient samples as well as in leukemia cell lines by both 

RUNX1-ETO and RUNX1-ETO9a. Furthermore, KLF6 interacts with both wildtype 

RUNX1 and the t(8;21) fusion proteins. This identifies KLF6 as a novel mediator of 

t(8;21) target gene regulation, providing a new mechanism for RUNX1-ETO 

transcriptional control. 



 

 

1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 Hematopoiesis is the process by which hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) 

gradually differentiate into progressively more committed progenitors and eventually 

form the mature cells of the blood system [1]. HSC differentiation is a carefully controlled 

process that is regulated at each successive step by a number of transcription factors 

[2]. One key transcription factor involved early in this process is RUNX1 (AML1, CBFA2), 

which is absolutely required for definitive hematopoiesis, as Runx1-null mice die 

between 12.5 and 13.5 days post-conception, completely lack definitive blood cells and 

display severe central nervous system hemorrhaging [3,4]. Highlighting its importance in 

adult hematopoiesis, mutations in RUNX1 are associated with a variety of hematological 

disorders including familial platelet disorder with predisposition to acute myeloid 

leukemia (FPD/AML) [5], myelodysplastic syndromes (MDS) [6] and myeloproliferative 

neoplasms (MPN) [7] (for a recent review, see [8]). Furthermore, RUNX1 mutation and 

alteration are commonly found in acute myeloid leukemia. 

 Acute myeloid leukemia (AML) is the most common form of adult leukemia 

worldwide [9]. Over 80% of AML is associated with chromosomal translocations, the 

most common of which is the 8;21 translocation, present in approximately 12% of all 

AMLs and up to 40% of the AML M2 subtype [10–14]. This translocation fuses RUNX1 

on chromosome 21 with ETO (MTG8, RUNX1T1) on chromosome 8. Although ETO is 

highly expressed in the central nervous system and the gut, it has not been shown to be 

expressed in the hematopoietic system and its knockout results in no observable 

hematopoietic defects [15–17]. The result of the 8;21 translocation is expression of  the  

fusion protein RUNX1-ETO (AML1-ETO), which contains the N-terminal DNA-binding 

(RUNT) domain of RUNX1 fused in-frame to nearly all of ETO [18]. 
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 In addition to the RUNT domain, RUNX1-ETO contains four Nervy Homology 

Regions (NHR1-4) from the ETO portion of the protein, which are so named due to their 

sequence similarity to the Drosophila protein Nervy, a homeotic target gene that 

functions in axon guidance and mechanosensory organ development [19,20]. NHR1 

shares homology with TATA binding protein associated factors (TAFs) and interacts with 

E proteins, disrupting their ability to recruit p300/CBP coactivators and leading to the 

inhibition of E protein-mediated transcriptional activation [21]. NHR2 mediates important 

protein-protein interactions and allows RUNX1-ETO to oligomerize, facilitating 

interactions with the nuclear corepressors NCOR1 and SMRT and their associated 

histone deacetylases [22–24]. Oligomerization of RUNX1-ETO causes it to preferentially 

bind duplicated RUNX1 binding sites (TGYGGT) via the RUNT domain [25], and 

tetramerization through NHR2 is required for the ability of RUNX1-ETO to block 

differentiation and enhance the clonogenic potential of primary bone marrow cells [26]. 

Furthermore, tetramerization at NHR2 was recently shown to be a critical factor in 

allowing RUNX1-ETO to form a specific transcription factor complex whose disruption 

severely delays leukemia onset [27]. NHR3 serves as the interaction site for the 

regulatory subunit of type II cyclic AMP-dependent protein kinase (PKA RIIα) [28]. 

Finally, NHR4 coordinates two zinc ions and is one of two interaction sites for the 

corepressors NCOR1 and SMRT (the other interaction site being between NHR1 and 

NHR2), which are important mediators of RUNX1-ETO transcriptional repression [29–

31].  

 While canonically thought of as a transcriptional repressor, RUNX1-ETO can also 

activate gene transcription. Although the mechanisms by which this occurs are relatively 

understudied, RUNX1-ETO activates at least some of its target genes via interaction 

with the histone acetyltransferase p300, and this interaction is an important factor in the 
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ability of RUNX1-ETO to induce leukemia [32]. RUNX1-ETO also interacts with the 

protein arginine methyltransferase PRMT1, allowing for transcriptional activation and 

increased proliferative potential [33]. Further mechanisms of RUNX1-ETO-mediated 

gene activation remain to be investigated. 

 Although full-length RUNX1-ETO is highly associated with AML, the fusion 

protein by itself is insufficient for the induction of leukemia and instead requires 

cooperating mutations. This is due to the dichotomy created by RUNX1-ETO effects on 

blood cells. Although RUNX1-ETO can increase cellular self-renewal and inhibit 

differentiation, it also induces apoptosis and blocks the cell cycle, and these events need 

to be overcome for leukemia to develop [34–36]. However, a truncated RUNX1-ETO 

form lacking the C-terminal NHR3 and NHR4 overcomes these negative effects to 

induce leukemia in mice [37]. Interestingly, a similarly truncated isoform created by 

alternative splicing, RUNX1-ETO9a, was discovered in human t(8;21)+ AML patients 

and is also able to induce AML in a murine model [38]. This provides a useful 

comparison in investigating the pro- and anti-leukemic effects of RUNX1-ETO fusion 

proteins. RUNX1-ETO undergoes an additional alternative splicing event in human 

patients to form RUNX1-ETO11a, which also lacks NHR4 and reduces RUNX1-ETO 

transcriptional repression [39]. In fact, in human AML, RUNX1-ETO appears to exist as a 

complex mix of numerous splicing isoforms with differing transcriptional effects [40]. 

 

Alternative splicing in hematological disorders 

Abstract 

 Epigenetics has become a core theme in both normal development and disease 

progression. Further investigations into the mechanisms of epigenetic deregulation hold 
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real therapeutic promise. One common form of epigenetic control that has not been 

extensively investigated in the hematology field is the alternative splicing of RNA. 

Alternative splicing occurs at the majority of human genes, greatly increasing the variety 

of mRNA and proteins available to the cell. Coordinated alternative splicing thus 

enhances proteome complexity, allowing for developmental-, tissue- and signal-specific 

functions of particular genes. Additionally, alternative isoforms of the same gene can 

cause modulation or even reversal of protein function, and thereby regulate such 

processes as cell proliferation, apoptosis, differentiation and angiogenesis. As such, 

alternative splicing has important implications in hematological malignancies and other 

cancers, in which it is frequently deregulated. Better understanding of the interplay 

between alternative splicing and cellular activity will yield further insight into the role of 

particular mutations and protein isoforms in blood disorders as well as novel treatment 

strategies. Therefore, the purpose of this review is to describe the canonical and 

alternative splicing pathways and to delineate the contemporary understanding of how 

alterations of this process contribute to hematological malignancies. 

Keywords: Alternative splicing, RUNX1-ETO, Wilms' Tumor, VEGF 

Introduction 

 Epigenetic regulation of gene expression plays an important role in the control of 

cellular differentiation. As lack of control of blood cell differentiation and proliferation are 

characteristic of hematological malignancies, mutations in epigenetic regulators have 

been found to be major contributors to this class of diseases. This is true across all 

levels of epigenetic regulation including, but not limited to, microRNAs [41], regulators of 

DNA methylation such as TET2 and DNMT3a [42], and histone modifiers such as EZH2 

and ASXL1 [43]. Furthermore, precise regulation of pre-mRNA splicing plays a central 
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role in hematological disease, as demonstrated by the relatively recent discoveries of the 

high occurrence of mutations in splicing factors in these disorders, as reviewed 

previously [44]. In addition to the coordination of pre-mRNA splicing, a further layer of 

epigenetic regulation in hematological diseases is the careful control of alternative 

splicing in the generation of alternate isoforms from a single genetic locus. 

 Alternative splicing is the process by which multiple mature mRNAs are derived 

from the same pre-mRNA transcript. This allows for the creation of a tremendous 

diversity of protein products from the same gene that can vary in tissue-specific 

expression and have altered or even opposite function. Furthermore, in addition to 

altering protein sequence, alternative splicing can lead to the usage of distinct 

untranslated regions (UTRs) on different mRNA isoforms, thereby further affecting their 

post-transcriptional regulation. The development of exon microarrays and RNA 

sequencing (RNA-seq) has allowed in depth analysis of the human transcriptome and 

led to the conclusion that virtually all multi-exon genes are alternatively spliced [45,46]. 

Studies have shown that some of this nearly ubiquitous use of alternative splicing no 

doubt represents a degree of 'stochastic noise,' that is, many low abundance isoforms 

are likely the result of errors in the splicing process, and their presence can be predicted 

based on the length of the intron, the number of introns in the gene and the level of gene 

expression [47,48]. However, other alternative splicing events clearly have biological 

impact, with demonstrated roles in regulation of meiosis, cell cycle control, stem cell self-

renewal and tissue development, among others [49]. Alternative splicing also regulates 

the function of other types of epigenetic modifiers. DNMT3a is expressed as at least four 

different isoforms which vary in cell-specific expression and target gene specificity 

[50,51]. EZH2 is expressed as an alternative isoform, EZHβ, that is capable of governing 

a divergent gene repression pattern from EZHα [52]. Non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) are 
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also implicated in tumorigenesis and leukemia development [53], and many ncRNAs 

undergo alternative splicing, although the function of these alternative isoforms and their 

potential role in disease progression remain to be more thoroughly investigated [54]. 

Additionally, numerous spliceosome proteins (most notably SF3B1, U2AF1 and SRSF2) 

are emerging as significant players in the development of myelodysplastic syndromes 

and other hematological disorders, as recently reviewed by Visconte et al [44]. 

Furthermore, over-expression of the SRPK family of splicing regulators has be observed 

in human breast, colon and pancreatic cancers [55], and SRPK2 over-expression 

promotes proliferation of leukemia cells via the enhancement of cyclin A1 transcription 

[56]. Given the important role of alternative splicing in neoplastic disease development, 

this review aims to describe the process of both normal and alternative splicing and the 

factors involved, how alternatively spliced isoforms contribute to hematological disorders 

and novel treatment possibilities to specifically target harmful isoforms. The significance 

of alternative splicing in hematological disease will be demonstrated by three in-depth 

examples important in myeloid lineage (RUNX1-ETO), the lymphoid lineage (Ikaros) and 

the stem cell microenvironment/niche (VEGF). 

Pre-mRNA splicing and alternative splicing regulation 

 Pre-mRNA splicing occurs by the coordinated action of a group of small nuclear 

ribonucleoprotein (snRNP) complexes and their auxiliary proteins primarily on four 

important sequences in metazoans: the 5' splice site, GURAGU; the branch point 

sequence, YNYURAY; the polypyrimidine tract, Y10-12; and the 3' splice site, YAG 

(Figure I.1A) [57]. The splicing process has been excellently reviewed previously [58,59]. 

Briefly, in the major splicing complex assembly pathway that occurs at the vast majority 

of intron-containing genes, the 5' splice site is first recognized by the U1 snRNP and the  



 

Figure I.1 Constitutive pre
(A) Important cis motifs regulating constitutive pre
nucleotides are those whose phosphodiester bonds participate in the transesterification reactions, 
as described in the text. (B) Overview of the basic steps of pre
directed to references [58] and
branch point sequence. PPT = polypyrimidine 
 

branch point sequence and polypyrimidine tract are bound cooperatively by SF1/BBP 

and U2AF, respectively (Figure 

interacting with both the polypyrimidine tract and SF1/BBP, and U2AF35 recognizing

3' splice site. Together, these interactions constitute the E complex of the spliceosome. 

SF1/BBP is then displaced at the branch point sequence by U2 snRNP to form the A 

complex. U4/U6 and U5 snRNPs are then recruited as a tri

complex, which undergoes conformational rearrangements to become catalytically 

active. At this stage, U1 and U4 are released and the intron undergoes two sequential 

transesterification reactions, first between the adenosine of the branch point sequence 

and the 5' splice site and second between the 5' and 3' splice sites, generating a newly 

ligated exon/exon junction and a released lariat intron.

 Although the above

process, the recognition sites for 

degenerate. Consequently, accurate splicing is also regulated by the presence of 

 

Constitutive pre-mRNA splicing 
motifs regulating constitutive pre-mRNA splicing. The bolded and enlarged 

nucleotides are those whose phosphodiester bonds participate in the transesterification reactions, 
as described in the text. (B) Overview of the basic steps of pre-mRNA splicing. Th

and [59] for a more detailed description. SS = splice site. BPS = 
branch point sequence. PPT = polypyrimidine tract. 

branch point sequence and polypyrimidine tract are bound cooperatively by SF1/BBP 

and U2AF, respectively (Figure I.1B). U2AF is composed of two subunits, with U2AF65 

interacting with both the polypyrimidine tract and SF1/BBP, and U2AF35 recognizing

3' splice site. Together, these interactions constitute the E complex of the spliceosome. 

SF1/BBP is then displaced at the branch point sequence by U2 snRNP to form the A 

complex. U4/U6 and U5 snRNPs are then recruited as a tri-snRNP to form the B 

plex, which undergoes conformational rearrangements to become catalytically 
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hematological disease subtypes via whole genome or whole exome sequencing. Further 

effort should be put into meta-analyses of these studies, as some mutations that were 

previously overlooked because they were intronic or otherwise did not induce a change 

in the coding sequence may affect alternative splicing if they occur in splicing regulatory 

elements. These mutations could therefore still have a profound effect in cancer 

development, as a variety of changes in alternative splicing has recently been shown to 

play a pivotal role in human disease, including hematological malignancies (Table I.1) 

[68,69]. Below are three examples of how alternative splicing contributes to 

hematological malignancies and its therapeutic implications. 

Table I.1 - Alternatively spliced genes in hematological malignancies 

Gene Disease Ref 

RUNX1 ALL [70,71] 

RUNX1-ETO AML [38,39,72] 

IKZF1 (Ikaros) B-ALL, AML, CML [73–79] 

VEGFA AML [80] 

CDC25C AML, CLL, MDS [81] 

IRF1 MDS [82] 

SMAD5 AML, MDS [83] 

JAK2 MPN [84] 

WT1 AML, CML [85,86] 

GFI1b AML, CML [87] 

SURVIVIN ALL, AML [88] 

Abbreviations: ALL, acute lymphoid leukemia; AML, acute myeloid leukemia; CLL, chronic 
lymphoid leukemia; CML, chronic myeloid leukemia; MDS, myelodysplastic syndromes; 
MPN, myeloproliferative neoplasm 
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regulation and hematopoietic differentiation [70]. When over-expressed in hematopoietic 

stem/progenitor cells (HSPCs), RUNX1a increases competitive engraftment, long-term 

culture potential and HSC frequency, whereas RUNX1b/c abrogate engraftment 

potential and induce a state of quiescence [91–93]. Furthermore, although RUNX1a 

promotes expansion of the HSPC compartment, RUNX1b/c promote hematopoietic 

differentiation and induction of p53-dependent senescence [94–96]. These unique 

features of RUNX1a may prove useful therapeutically, as our group recently 

demonstrated that RUNX1a expression can increase HSPC commitment from human 

embryonic and induced pluripotent stem cells [71]. However, RUNX1a expression levels 

and duration of expression are critical factors that must be carefully considered, as the 

RUNX1a isoform is also known to be more highly expressed in human acute myeloid 

leukemia (AML) and acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) patients, and can induce ALL 

development in mice [70,97]. Thus the gains in HSPC expansion caused by the 

RUNX1a isoform must be safeguarded against the risks of leukemic transformation for 

this feature to be clinically useful. 

 In fitting with the role of the competitive RUNX1a isoform in HSPC expansion and 

leukemia development, RUNX1 mutations are present in a variety of hematological 

malignancies including chronic myelomonocytic leukemia (CMML) [98], myelodysplastic 

syndromes (MDS) [6], myeloproliferative neoplasms (MPNs) [7] and AML [99]. These 

RUNX1 mutations can be divided into two types: mutations that cause haploinsufficiency 

of RUNX1, due to either deletion of one allele or mutations in the N-terminal Runt 

domain that abrogate DNA binding; or mutations that create potential dominant-negative 

RUNX1 forms via mutation in the C-terminus of RUNX1, commonly due to frameshift 

mutations or the introduction of a premature stop codon downstream of the Runt domain 

(in either case mimicking the RUNX1a isoform via loss of the transcriptional regulatory 
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domains; Figure I.3B) [6,98,100]. Interestingly, these two types of mutations appear to 

have very different clinical outcomes, as MDS/AML patients with Runt domain mutations 

have hypoplastic bone marrows, as opposed to the hyperplastic marrows of patients with 

C-terminal mutations [101]. Furthermore, this same study found that in human CD34+ 

cells, Runt domain mutations induce both a differentiation and proliferation block while a 

C-terminal mutant retains proliferative ability [101]. In addition, RUNX1 C-terminal 

mutations appear to predict an increased chance of AML progression for CMML patients 

[98]. Lastly, a dominant-competitive RUNX1 C-terminal mutant attenuates the DNA 

damage response in HSPCs and represses expression of the DNA stress sensor 

Gadd45a, and GADD45A expression was found to be lower in MDS/AML patients 

harboring C-terminal RUNX1 mutations [102]. These studies demonstrate that both 

RUNX1a and structurally similar dominant-competitive forms of RUNX1 play important 

roles in disease development. Interestingly, despite significant evidence of divergent 

functions among the RUNX1 isoforms, there is a relative dearth of information on how 

expression of the alternative isoforms is controlled. Further investigations into the 

regulation of RUNX1 alternative splicing and the mechanisms of its function should yield 

both insights into disease development and gains in the potential of HSPC expansion for 

therapeutic use. 

 In addition to the role that RUNX1 plays in hematological disease via mutation 

and alternative splicing, it also participates in many different chromosome translocations. 

The 8;21 translocation is the most common of these chromosomal translocations and is  

associated with AML, present in approximately 12% of all AML cases [10–14]. This 

translocation joins the RUNX1 gene to ETO (MTG8, RUNX1T1), resulting in the 

generation of fusion protein RUNX1-ETO (AML1-ETO, RUNX1-RUNX1T1) containing 

the DNA-binding Runt domain from RUNX1 fused in-frame to nearly the entire ETO 
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gene [18]. Although RUNX1-ETO can increase cellular self-renewal and inhibit 

differentiation, it also induces apoptosis and blocks the cell cycle, and these events need 

to be overcome for leukemia to develop [34–36]. Therefore, expression of RUNX1-ETO 

alone is insufficient to induce leukemia in murine models [103,104].  However, RUNX1-

ETO is also expressed as alternative splicing isoforms in human AML patient samples, 

and these isoforms differ greatly in their function and ability to regulate gene expression 

(Figure I.3C) [40]. One of these isoforms is RUNX1-ETO9a, which utilizes an alternative 

exon 9 that introduces a premature stop codon, thereby removing the C-terminal NHR3 

and NHR4 domains [38]. Compared to full-length RUNX1-ETO, RUNX1-ETO9a induces 

significantly less apoptosis,  allows for better cell cycle progression and induces 

leukemia in vivo [38,105].  Additionally, in human t(8;21)+ AML patients, RUNX1-ETO9a 

serves as an independent  indicator of poor disease outcome, as high RUNX1-ETO9a 

expression is correlated with C-KIT overexpression and mutation, higher white blood cell 

counts and shorter event-free and overall survival time [106]. Furthermore, retention of 

the RUNX1-ETO9a isoform is correlated with AML patients more likely to relapse 

following treatment [107]. These studies demonstrate that an alternatively spliced 

RUNX1-ETO isoform has important unique features useful in both generating AML 

models and determining clinical outcome. In addition to RUNX1-ETO9a, RUNX1-ETO is 

also C-terminally truncated at exons 6 and 11 via alternative splicing [39,72]. Utilization 

of the alternative exon 11 caused RUNX1-ETO to acquire a higher affinity for multimer 

formation and, like RUNX1-ETO9a, reduced the transcriptional repression ability of 

RUNX1-ETO [39]. Alternatively, in contrast to RUNX1-ETO9a, RUNX1-ETO6a reduces 

the immortilization capacity of RUNX1-ETO when the two isoforms are co-expressed 

[72]. Notably, like normal RUNX1, it is also unclear how the regulation of alternative 

RUNX1-ETO isoforms is controlled. This is especially interesting in the case of RUNX1-
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ETO, as the introduction of a premature stop codon in the RUNX1-ETO mRNA should 

induce nonsense-mediated decay (NMD) and subsequent mRNA destabilization [108], 

and it is known that NMD functions in AML in the degradation of WT1 transcripts with 

mutations that cause premature stop codons [109]. However, unlike WT1, transcripts of 

RUNX1-ETO-6a, -9a and -11a are all readily detectable in human AML patient samples 

[38,39,72], indicating that RUNX1-ETO alternative splicing is somehow circumventing 

the normal NMD process. How this occurs is an exciting topic for future research. 

Clearly, RUNX1-ETO isoforms generated by alternative splicing can have both positive 

and negative effects for leukemic transformation. Given the diversity of RUNX1-ETO 

alternative splicing found in t(8;21)+ AML patients and their differing effects on RUNX1-

ETO function, it will be interesting to determine how RUNX1-ETO alternative splicing is 

regulated to gain mechanistic insights into the development of leukemia. 

Ikaros 

 Ikaros (IKZF1) is another transcription factor that plays a critical role in 

hematopoiesis [2], as mice engineered to lack functional Ikaros fail to produce 

lymphocytes, natural killer cells and their earliest progenitors [110]. Ikaros both activates 

and represses target gene expression, primarily through chromatin remodeling. Gene 

repression is achieved via mechanisms that are both HDAC-dependent (through 

Ikaros/NuRD complex interaction) [111,112] and HDAC-independent (via Ikaros/CtBP 

binding) [113]. Conversely, Ikaros activates transcription by acting as the DNA-binding 

component of SWI/SNF complexes [114]. The full-length isoform of Ikaros (Ik1) binds 

DNA through 4 N-terminal zinc finger domains [115]. However, Ikaros is regulated by 

alternative splicing to produce at least 14 different isoforms ranging in the number of 

DNA-binding zinc fingers from 0-4 (Figure I.4A). Isoforms with fewer than 3 of these 4 
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increased during patient relapse after treatment with tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs) and 

that over-expression of Ik6 increased resistance to TKIs in vitro. They further discovered 

novel mutations at Ikaros splicing junctions in Ph+ ALL patient samples that may 

account for the aberrant levels of alternative splicing. Furthermore, it was recently 

demonstrated that co-expression of Ik6 with BCR-ABL1 in human CD34+ cells inhibited 

B cell differentiation and greatly enhanced expansion of immature erythroid and 

megakaryocytic progenitors [121]. This effect was greatly enhanced when the CD34+ 

cells were maintained on stromal cells, indicating that the bone marrow stromal 

microenvironment may be playing a role in the cooperation between BCR-AB1 and Ik6 in 

leukemia development. Ik6 was also found to prolong survival in cytokine-deprived 

murine pro-B cell lines, which was associated with an increase in Bcl-xL expression 

[122]. In this study, Ik6-expressing cells also had lower levels of B220, which is a known 

JAK2 inhibitor. In turn, Ik6 cells displayed increased JAK2 and STAT5 phosphorylation, 

which could account for the increases in Bcl-xL and enhanced survival [122]. Enhanced 

cytokine-independent growth and increased expression of Bcl-xL, but not other Bcl-2 

family members, caused by Ik6 expression was also demonstrated in 32D clones [78], 

indicating that Ik6 leukemic function may also have to do with the evasion of apoptosis. 

 Deletions of Ikaros that result in haploinsufficiency, expression of a dominant-

negative isoform or complete loss of Ikaros expression are also highly associated with 

Ph+ ALL, being found in over 80% of cases [123]. Furthermore, heterozygous deletion of 

Ikzf1 in mice cooperates with BCR-ABL1 to rapidly induce lymphoid leukemia [124]. The 

extent of Ikaros deletions seen in the human Ph+ ALL correspond well with the 

dominant-negative isoforms detected by RT-PCR, and so it is possible that expression of 

some of the Ikaros dominant-negative isoforms is due to genetic deletion of specific 

exons rather than alternative splicing [123]. Ikaros deletion is also a hallmark of high risk 
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ALL cases with poor prognosis and is predictive of those patients most likely to relapse 

[125–127]. In sum, dominant-negative isoforms of Ikaros generated via deletion and 

alternative splicing are implicated across a wide array of hematological malignancies. 

Further research into how the expression of these leukemic isoforms is controlled and 

which downstream pathways they specifically activate and suppress has real potential to 

yield novel treatment options for many of the highest risk patients. 

Vascular endothelial growth factor 

 Vascular endothelial growth factor-A (VEGFA) is a potent angiogenic factor that 

is upregulated in numerous cancers, including over 80% of AML patient bone marrow 

samples [128,129]. This upregulation appears to be prognostically relevant, as both 

increased VEGF expression and angiogenesis in the bone marrow of AML patients 

independently predict poor prognosis and a higher risk of relapse [130,131]. Additionally, 

elevated VEGFA plasma levels correlate with lower complete remission rates and 

reduced survival [132,133]. These effects are hypothesized to be at least partly due to 

VEGF promotion of leukemia blast cell proliferation, migration and survival [134,135]. 

These effects may further be facilitated by the ability of increased VEGF signaling and 

angiogenesis to create a leukemia stem cell niche that increases chemotherapy 

resistance [136], and increased bone marrow angiogenesis is seen in MDS [137,138], 

AML [139] and ALL [140]. Interestingly, VEGFA expression is highly regulated by 

alternative splicing resulting in both the presence or absence of internal exons as well as 

alternate 3' ends (Figure I.4B) [119]. Two recent studies indicate that both types of 

VEGFA alternative splicing are regulated by Wilms' tumor 1 (WT1) [141,142], a protein 

whose mutation correlates with AML development with poor prognosis and resistance to 

chemotherapy [143]. In the first study, Amin et al demonstrate that mutations in WT1 
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promote a switch in VEGF exon 8 usage, thereby utilizing an alternate 3' end, causing a 

conversion from the anti-angiogenic (VEGF165b) to the pro-angiogenic (VEGF165) isoform 

[141]. This is due to the inability of mutant WT1 to transcriptionally repress SRPK1, 

resulting in higher SRPK1 levels, SRSF1 hyperphosphorylation and consequent favoring 

of the VEGF165 isoform, promoting increased angiogenesis. The authors further 

demonstrate that inhibition of SRPK1 using siRNA or a SRPK1-specific small molecule 

inhibitor (SRPIN340) was sufficient to prevent this increase in angiogenesis both in vitro 

and in vivo. In the second study, Cunningham et al demonstrate that murine embryonic 

stem cells lacking Wt1 display severe defects in hematopoietic progenitor potential, 

which could be partially overcome through VEGFA164 administration [142]. Although 

Wt1-null cells displayed no significant differences in overall levels of Vegfa, there was a 

drastic increase specifically of the murine Vegfa120 isoform in the knockout cells as 

compared to Vegfa164 (corresponding to VEGFA121 and VEGFA165 in humans, 

respectively). Expression of exogenous Wt1 in these cells promoted Vegfa exon 

inclusion, rescuing both Vegfa164/Vegf120 ratios and hematopoietic colony-forming 

potential. Most interestingly, a recent study more closely examining which VEGF 

isoforms are over-expressed in AML patient samples determined that the VEGF121 

transcript is specifically increased and that this is the sole isoform that independently 

predicts poor event-free and overall survival in multivariable analysis [80], indicating that 

VEGF isoform ratios have important clinical implications and pointing to the potential of 

exogenous VEGF165 as a novel treatment strategy.  

Novel therapeutic opportunities 

 The realization that alternative splicing plays such an important role in 

hematological disease uncovers a new level of complexity but also offers novel 
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therapeutic opportunities. Both cis and trans regulators of alternative splicing can be 

targeted to alter splicing and disease outcome. One relatively well characterized 

possibility is the use of synthetic antisense oligonucleotides to direct specific splicing 

events [144]. Antisense oligonucleotides can be used to block sequences required for a 

particular exon's inclusion, thereby redirecting the splicing machinery to an alternative 

site. This has been used to successfully increase exon 5 skipping in WT1, leading to 

increased cell death in the HL60 AML cell line [145]. Furthermore, antisense 

oligonucleotides are able to alter the use of a 5' alternative splice site in Bcl-x, causing a 

switch from the anti-apoptotic (Bcl-xL) to the pro-apoptotic (Bcl-xS) form, resulting in both 

an increase in apoptosis on its own or after treatment with cis-platinum [146–148]. 

Furthermore, antisense oligonucleotides can be utilized to increase exon inclusion. This 

can be achieved via construction of a hybrid antisense oligonucleotide, with one part 

complementary to the exon to be included and the other part containing a splicing 

enhancer sequence (such as an exonic splicing enhancer). This oligonucleotide should 

therefore recruit required splicing factors to the exon in question and may be useful 

when there are mutations in the endogenous enhancer sequences. This approach has 

proven its worth in the recruitment of splicing factor SRSF1 to exon 7 of the SMN2 gene, 

overcoming an endogenous mutation in an exonic splicing enhancer and thereby 

promoting exon inclusion and reverting some phenotypes associated with SMN2∆7 in 

spinal muscular atrophy [149]. These results demonstrate the potential of antisense 

oligonucleotides as a standalone drug or as part of combination therapy with current 

chemotherapeutics. 

 Another relatively straightforward treatment possibility is the use of RNA 

interference (RNAi) via siRNAs or shRNAs to directly target harmful alternative isoforms. 

As alternatively spliced isoforms will vary in sequence at one or more exons, it is 
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theoretically possible to specifically target these harmful isoforms and decrease their 

relative expression. For instance, targeting of the Bcl-xL isoform by RNAi has been 

shown to sensitize TRAIL-resistant colon cancer cells  to TRAIL-induced apoptosis 

[150]. Furthermore, targeting the KLF6 SV1 oncogenic splicing variant by RNAi restored 

KLF6 tumor-suppressive function and reduced prostate tumor growth by 50% in a 

murine xenograft model [151]. The direct approaches of antisense oligonucleotides and 

RNAi are hindered primarily by the need for delivery to appropriate cells, potential off-

target effects at genes with homologous sequences and the induction of antiviral 

responses in the patient due to the presence of dsRNA in the case of RNAi. However, 

given the promise these treatments hold in laboratory studies, research should continue 

to overcome these obstacles for effective therapeutic design. 

 A more exotic possibility for the treatment of alternative splicing-related diseases 

lies in the concept of trans-splicing, that is, splicing between two different pre-mRNAs to 

created a hybrid mature mRNA [152]. In this treatment paradigm, cells are provided with 

a pre-trans-splicing molecule (PTM) that encodes a corrected exon or cDNA linked to a 

nucleotide sequence that targets the coding region to the endogenous (mutated) pre-

mRNA of choice (Figure I.5) [153]. The pre-mRNA then undergoes a splicing event in 

which the 5' end of the endogenous mRNA becomes spliced in trans to the externally 

provided PTM, creating a hybrid (corrected) mRNA that is then translated. The first in 

vivo demonstration of the effectiveness of this approach was in the correction of a 

genetic defect in factor VIII in mice, thereby alleviating the hemophilia A phenotype 

[154]. Although pre-dominantly used to correct endogenous mutations and generate 

functional protein products, trans-splicing has also been used to alter disease-relevant 
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observed the same anti-angiogenic effect due to control of VEGF alternative splicing in 

the use of SRPIN340 in a mouse model of age-related macular degeneration. 

Furthermore, knockdown of SRPK1 by siRNA resulted in a dose-dependent decrease in 

proliferation and increased sensitivity to chemotherapeutically-induced apoptosis in 

pancreatic carcinoma cells [63]. This correlated with increased expression of the pro-

apoptotic gene BAX relative to BCL2. The same increased sensitivity to apoptosis was 

not observed in the near normal HPDE6 pancreatic epithelial cells, suggesting increased 

susceptibility of cancerous cells to SRPK1 downregulation. This same group also found 

that knockdown of SRPK1 increased the apoptotic sensitivity of both breast and colon 

cancer cells [55]. In this study, inhibition of SRPK1 correlated with reduced MAPK and 

AKT phosphorylation and altered MAP2K2 splicing, indicating these pathways may play 

a role in the anti-tumoral effects of SRPK1 knockdown. Although small molecule kinase 

and phosphatase inhibitors have the advantage of easier delivery, they also have the 

potential for greater off-target effects. This is because, in contrast to the cis-targeting 

strategies listed above, inhibition of these splicing regulators will affect the activity of 

multiple SR proteins, thereby likely inducing changes in the splicing of numerous genes. 

These drawbacks must be taken into consideration when investigating this therapeutic 

route. 

Conclusions 

 Alternative splicing plays a fundamental role in generating the tremendous 

diversity of gene expression seen in higher organisms, as it allows both modulation of 

protein activity as well as the creation of novel and even opposing protein functions from 

the same genetic locus. As such, alternative splicing is a highly coordinated and 

regulated process. Unfortunately, its misregulation has severe consequences across a 
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wide variety of human diseases, including hematological disorders. Investigation into the 

etiology of these diseases has led to novel insights in both basic biology and applied 

translational research, culminating in the expansion of disease models and possibilities 

for therapeutic intervention. Recent insights from a wide array of fields of study in the 

roles that alternative splicing plays in cell transformation and survival provide a firm 

foundation for the discovery of new therapeutic treatments in targeting aberrant 

alternative splicing in hematological disease. 

 

 The introduction, in part, is being prepared for submission for publication. 

DeKelver, Russell C.; Zhang, Dong-Er. “Alternative splicing in hematological disorders: 

how alternate isoforms unlock novel protein properties". The dissertation author was the 

primary author of this paper.
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CHAPTER 2 

Leukemia & Lymphoma, July 25, 2013 

Article title: RUNX1-ETO induces a type I interferon response which negatively effects 

t(8;21)-induced increased self-renewal and leukemia development 

Abstract 

 The 8;21 translocation is the most common chromosomal aberration occurring in 

acute myeloid leukemia (AML). This translocation causes expression of the RUNX1-ETO 

(AML1-ETO) fusion protein, which cooperates with additional mutations in leukemia 

development. We report here that interferons (IFNs) and IFN-stimulated genes are a 

group of genes consistently upregulated by RUNX1-ETO in both human and murine 

models. RUNX1-ETO-induced upregulation of IFN-stimulated genes occurs primarily via 

type I IFN signaling with a requirement for the IFNAR complex. Addition of exogenous 

IFN in vitro significantly reduces the increase in self-renewal potential induced by both 

RUNX1-ETO and its leukemogenic splicing isoform RUNX1-ETO9a. Finally, loss of type 

I IFN signaling via knockout of Ifnar1 significantly accelerates leukemogenesis in a 

t(8;21) murine model. This demonstrates the role of increased IFN signaling as an 

important factor inhibiting t(8;21) fusion protein function and leukemia development and 

supports the use of type I IFNs in the treatment of AML. 

 

Introduction 

Acute myeloid leukemia (AML) is the most common form of adult leukemia and is 

currently treated primarily by induction and consolidation therapy with a 5 year survival 

rate of approximately 50% [158–160]. Chromosomal translocations are common genetic 

events in AML, with the most common being t(8;21), present in 8-20% of all AML cases 

and up to 40% of the FAB-M2 AML subtype [10–14]. The 8;21 translocation causes 
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expression of the fusion protein RUNX1-ETO (RE) and its splicing isoforms including 

RUNX1-ETO9a (RE9a) [38] and RUNX1-ETO11a [39]. Both of these isoforms are 

present in t(8;21)+ human AML patient samples and lack the C-terminal MYND/NHR4 

domain. Interestingly, full-length RE alone will maintain self-renewal potential of 

hematopoietic cells in vitro but requires additional cooperating mutations to induce 

leukemia in vivo [34–36]. Conversely, RE9a, which lacks the MYND domain, and 

RUNX1-ETO-W692A, a mutant with disrupted interaction between the MYND domain 

and the nuclear co-repressor NCOR1 [105,161], strongly promote leukemia 

development in a mouse model in the absence of additional mutagenic manipulations 

[38]. Although t(8;21) fusion proteins can activate and repress target genes via the 

RUNX1 binding motif, in general RE dysregulates genes to a greater extent and has a 

more negative effect on cell survival than RE9a and RUNX1-ETO-W692A [105,161]. 

Therefore, the attenuation of RE-induced gene dysregulation by RE9a and RUNX1-

ETO-W692A may contribute to increased leukemogenic potential.  

Interferons (IFNs) are a family of cytokines initially discovered in 1957 that are 

able to potently inhibit viral infection [162]. IFNs can be broken down into three classes, 

named type I to type III, based on the receptors to which they bind and activate to initiate 

signaling [163]. In humans, type I IFNs include 13 IFN-α subtypes and IFN-β which bind 

to the receptor complex IFNAR, comprised of the IFNAR1 and IFNAR2 subunits. Mice 

lacking the IFNAR1 subunit are completely unresponsive to type I IFNs and are unable 

to combat viral infections, although these mice are still resistant to some types of 

bacterial infection [164,165]. The type II class of IFNs in humans is composed solely of 

IFN-γ, which signals through the IFNGR complex. The type III IFNs (IFN-λ1, -λ2 and –

λ3) are less well characterized but are also involved in resistance to viral infections 

[166,167]. After binding to their respective receptors, IFNs activate the JAK/STAT 
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signaling pathway to exert transcriptional changes on the cell. All three types of IFNs 

induce STAT1 phosphorylation and consequent homo-dimerization, whereas only types I 

and III induce STAT1/STAT2 phosphorylation and hetero-dimerization [168]. Dimerized 

STAT1 proteins then bind to genes containing IFN-γ-activated site (GAS) elements in 

their promoters, leading to their activation [169]. Type I & type III IFNs differ from type II 

in their ability to induce the formation of the ISGF3 complex, composed of IRF9 and the 

phosphorylated forms of STAT1 and STAT2, which then binds to IFN-stimulated 

response elements (ISREs) to activate gene expression [168]. Promoters of some 

interferon-stimulated genes contain both GAS and ISRE elements, whereas others 

contain only one or the other [169]. As a result, some interferon-stimulated genes can be 

activated by multiple types of IFNs and others are responsive to only specific IFN types. 

Although type I and type III IFNs function through similar pathways, they act on 

overlapping but distinct groups of cells. Whereas virtually all nucleated cells respond to 

IFN-α and IFN-β, the majority of hematopoietic cells are unresponsive to IFN-λ, except 

for plasmacytoid dendritic cells, and the anti-viral effects of type III IFN signaling have 

been shown to be mediated mainly through the induction of an anti-viral state in 

epithelial cells [170]. 

Along with the inhibition of viral infection and replication, the downstream 

consequences of IFN signaling include anti-proliferative, pro-apoptoic and 

immunomodulatory effects, leading to additional clinical applications [169]. In particular, 

type I IFNs are used to treat various hematological malignancies, including chronic 

myeloid leukemia [171], hairy cell leukemia [172] and myeloproliferative neoplasms 

[173]. Furthermore, the anti-neoplastic effects of IFN-α have been taken advantage of in 

the treatment of AML with varying degrees of success depending upon the specific 

clinical application [174]. 
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In this report we determine that type I IFNs and IFN-stimulated genes are 

specifically upregulated by RUNX1-ETO and to a lesser degree by RE9a. We have 

further demonstrated that increased IFN signaling negatively impacts t(8;21)-induced 

self-renewal, and that loss of IFN signaling significantly increases the leukemogenic 

potential of RE9a. These findings provide an additional mechanism for RUNX1-ETO 

cellular toxicity and further support the use of type I IFNs in the treatment of AML. 

 

Materials and Methods 

U937 cell culture and microarray 

U937T-parental, RUNX1-ETO and RUNX1-ETO9a cell lines used in this study 

have been described previously [175]. Cells were cultured in RPMI 1640 (Corning 

Cellgro, Manassas, VA) supplemented with 10% FBS (Omega Scientific, Tarzana, CA) 

either in the presence (uninduced) or absence (induced) of 1 µg/ml tetracycline (Sigma-

Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). For microarray studies, cells were induced by washing 3 times in 

PBS to remove residual tetracycline and then incubated in tetracycline-free media for 24 

hr. RNA was harvested from both induced and uninduced cells (Trizol, Life 

Technologies, Grand Island, NY) and analyzed using the Whole Human Genome 

Microarray 4x44K Chip (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA). For western blot, cells 

were induced for 48 hr and protein lysates from 106 cells were blotted with α-tubulin 

(Covance, San Diego, CA) or RUNX1 [38] antibodies. For qRT-PCR, RNA from induced 

and uninduced cells was harvested using Trizol, 1 µg of RNA was used to generate 

cDNA using oligo (dT) and random primers (qScript cDNA SuperMix, Quanta 

Biosciences, Gaithersburg, MD), and cDNA was subject to qRT-PCR on an iCycler 
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(BioRad, Hercules, CA) using KAPA SYBR FAST Universal 2X qRT-PCR Master Mix 

(KAPA Biosystems, Woburn, MA). Primers used are listed in Table 2.2. 

Murine bone marrow retroviral transduction and cell culture 

C57 background IFN-α/β receptor R1 knock-out mice (Ifnar1-/-) were kindly 

provided by Jonathan Sprent (The Scripps Research Institute) [164]. Retroviral 

transduction and replating assays were performed as previously described [33]. Briefly, 

total bone marrow cells from wildtype or Ifnar1-/- mice were transduced twice with 

retrovirus encoding MSCV-IRES-Puror (MIP) [176] vector control, MIP-HA-RUNX1-ETO 

or MIP-HA-RUNX1-ETO9a, as indicated. Infected cells were selected 1 week in 1 µg/ml 

puromycin in M3434 (STEMCELL Technologies, Vancouver, BC, Canada). Twenty 

thousand cells from each transduction were replated in duplicate every 7 days after 

colony and cell counting in the presence or absence of 500 units/ml of universal human 

type I interferon (PBL Biomedical Laboratories, Piscataway, NJ). For western blot, 

protein lysates from 106 cells were blotted with α-tubulin or HA (Roche, Basel, 

Switzerland) antibodies. For qRT-PCR studies, transduced cells were selected 48 hr in 2 

µg/ml puromycin and then RNA extraction, cDNA synthesis and qRT-PCR studies were 

performed as above, with primers listed in Table 2.2. 

Fetal liver cell isolation, transduction and transplantation 

 C57BL/6J wildtype and Ifnar1-/- mice used in this study were housed in a 

pathogen-free facility and all procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care 

and Use Committee of the University of California, San Diego, CA. Transplantation 

experiments were performed as described previously [38]. Briefly, fetal liver cells were 

harvested from day E13.5-16.5 wildtype or Ifnar1-/- mouse embryos and transduced 

twice with MSCV-IRES-GFP (MIGR1) or MIG-RUNX1-ETO9a retrovirus. Wildtype 

recipient mice were lethally irradiated at 900 rad and intravenously transplanted with the 
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transduced fetal liver cells. Kaplan-Meier survival curves and statistical analyses were 

performed using GraphPad Prism4 (GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA). Peripheral 

blood smears and cytocentrifugation of bone marrow and spleen cells from leukemic 

mice were stained with Wright-Giemsa solutions (Sigma-Aldrich). 

 

Results 

RUNX1-ETO induces a stronger type I IFN response than RUNX1-ETO9a in human 

leukemia cells 

 In order to examine which classes of genes are regulated by RE and RE9a, we 

performed gene expression analysis by microarray using human U937T leukemia cells 

with inducible RE and RE9a expression [175]. One group of genes consistently 

upregulated by RE was IFN-stimulated genes, the top ten most upregulated of which are 

shown in Table 2.1. Nine of these genes were also upregulated by RE9a, with the lone 

 

Table 2.1 List of top ten interferon-stimulated genes upregulated by RUNX1-ETO 
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Table 2.2  List of primers used in qPCR experiments 

 

 

exception being ISG15. However, the fold induction for these genes was lower in RE9a 

as compared to RE samples (Table 2.1, ratios in rightmost column). We next sought to 

confirm these microarray results by qRT-PCR. Following induction of RE or RE9a 

expression in U937T cells (Figure 2.1A), we found that both type I interferons (IFNs) α 

and β as well as multiple IFN-stimulated genes were strongly and consistently 

upregulated by both RE and RE9a (Figure 2.1B-C).  In addition, the majority of these 

genes were significantly more upregulated by RE than RE9a, corresponding well with 

the microarray data (Table 2.1). 

 Interestingly, nine of the top ten IFN-stimuated genes upregulated by RE in our 

U937T system were also shown by another group to be upregulated by RE in primary 

murine lineage-negative Sca-1+ c-Kit+ (LSK) bone marrow cells [161] (Supplementary 

Table S2.1). This group compared gene expression changes in LSK cells induced by 

RUNX1-ETO and RUNX1-ETO-W692A and found that W692A, like RE9a, showed 

reduced dysregulation of many genes compared to full-length RE, including those listed 
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in Supplementary Table S2.1. Of note, when compared to full-length RE, both RUNX1-

ETO-W692A and RE9a display attenuated cellular dysregulation and strongly induce 

 

Figure 2.1 Expression of RUNX1-ETO and RUNX1-ETO9a induces an IFN response in U937 
cells  
(A) RE and RE9a expression in U937T cell lines. 48 hr after tetracycline withdrawal, U937T cells 
were analyzed by western blot to confirm RE and RE9a induction. α-tubulin serves as a loading 
control. (B) Expression of IFN-α and IFN-β in induced U937T cells examined by qRT-PCR. 
Expression levels were normalized to GAPDH and each respective uninduced cell line. Data 
show averages and standard deviations of 3 independent experiments. *: P<0.05 relative to 
U937T. #: P<0.05 relative to U937T-RE. (C) Expression of IFN-stimulated genes in induced 
U937T cells. Expression levels were normalized to GAPDH and each respective uninduced cell 
line. Data show averages and standard deviations of 3 independent experiments. *: P<0.05 
relative to U937T. #: P<0.05 relative to U937T-RE 
 

leukemia in mice [105,161]. The close correlation between these two datasets 

demonstrates a high level of conservation of IFN-related RE target gene regulation 

between the mouse and human systems. Furthermore, there is a good correlation 

between gene regulation and leukemogenic potential of the fusion gene, as RE strongly 

upregulates this gene set but is not leukemogenic on its own, but both W692A and RE9a 

more weakly regulate these genes and are leukemogenic. This led us to hypothesize 
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that the IFN response induced by t(8;21) fusion proteins may functionally inhibit their 

leukemic potential. 

 

Figure 2.2 RUNX1-ETO- and RUNX1-ETO9a-induced IFN response requires IFNAR  
(A) RE and RE9a expression in wildtype and Ifnar1-/- in total murine bone marrow cells. 
Following retroviral transduction and selection, bone marrow cells were analyzed by western blot 
to confirm RE and RE9a expression. α-tubulin serves as a loading control. (B) Expression of Ifn-α 
and Ifn-β in transduced bone marrow cells. Expression levels were normalized to Gapdh with 
control-transduced cells of each genotype set to 1. Data show averages and standard deviations 
of 3 independent experiments. (C) Expression of IFN-stimulated genes in transduced bone 
marrow cells. Expression levels were normalized to Gapdh and respective wildtype or Ifnar1-/- 
control-transduced cells. Data show averages and standard deviations of 3 independent 
experiments. 
 

The RE-induced IFN response is dependent upon type I IFN receptor IFNAR 
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To examine a functional role for type I IFN signaling in inhibition of RE function, 

we made use of a mouse model lacking Ifnar1, which is required for signaling via IFNs α 

and β [164]. First, to confirm induction of IFNs and IFN-stimulated genes in this system, 

we retrovirally transduced wildtype and Ifnar1-/- murine bone marrow cells with control, 

RE or RE9a virus and confirmed transgene expression (Figure 2.2A). We next examined 

type I IFN expression by qRT-PCR and found that IFNs α and β are upregulated by both 

RE and RE9a and this upregulation is independent of Ifnar1 expression (Figure 2.2B). 

Finally, although multiple IFN-stimulated genes were upregulated in wildtype bone 

marrow cells, these same genes were only weakly upregulated when Ifnar1 was lacking,  

demonstrating a requirement for the type I IFN receptor in IFN-stimulated gene 

regulation by RE and RE9a (Figure 2.2C). A possible explanation as to why these IFN-

stimulated genes are still weakly upregulated in Ifnar1-/- cells is that there is significant 

overlap between type I and type II IFN signaling and target genes [169,177,178], and 

that the type II IFN-γ is also upregulated by RE and RE9a in this system (Supplementary 

Figure S2.1), which could lead to some induction of these response genes. In 

conclusion, although RE and RE9a are still able to upregulate type I IFNs in the Ifnar1-/- 

background, the lack of a functional type I IFN receptor blocks their downstream 

signaling, clearly indicating a requirement of Ifnar1 expression for the RE-induced IFN 

response.  

Type I IFN inhibits increased self-renewal induced by t(8;21) fusion proteins 

 Having demonstrated that the t(8;21)-induced IFN response requires Ifnar1, we 

next sought to determine the functional consequences of increased IFN signaling using 

the colony replating assay. In this assay, wildtype cells are transduced by control, RE or  
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Figure 2.3 IFN inhibits RUNX1-ETO- and RUNX1-ETO9a-induced increase in self-renewal 
(A) Colony numbers from wildtype bone marrow cells transduced with control (MIP), MIP-RE or 
MIP-RE9a retrovirus and serially replated in methylcellulose +/- treatment with 500 units/ml 
universal human type I IFN. Data shown are averages and standard deviations of a 
representative experiment. Three independent assays were performed, each in duplicate. *: 
P<0.01 relative to respective non-IFN treated sample. (B) Confirmation of expression of RE and 
RE9a in 293T cells used to produce retrovirus for bone marrow cell transduction. α-tubulin serves 
as a loading control. 
 

RE9a retrovirus and cells are replated weekly in methylcellulose culture. As shown in 

Figure 2.3, both RE and RE9a increase cellular self-renewal capacity over control-

transduced cells, leading to a corresponding increase in the number of colonies formed. 

However, when these cells were treated with 500 units/ml of universal type I IFN, colony 

numbers were significantly reduced in both RE and RE9a samples between 26-66% as 

compared to controls (Figure 2.3A). This dramatic reduction in colony number clearly 

demonstrates the negative effect of type I IFN signaling on the increased self-renewal 

capacity induced by RE and RE9a, and indicates that the increased interferon response 

caused by these fusion proteins may be inhibitory for the development of leukemia. 

Lack of Ifnar1 significantly increases RE9a leukemogenecity 

 Since type I IFN inhibits t(8;21) fusion protein function in vitro, we next examined 

the consequences of loss of this signaling on RE9a-induced leukemia development 

using an in vivo mouse model. Wildtype and Ifnar1-/- fetal liver cells were transduced 

with retrovirus expressing GFP alone (MIGR1) or GFP with RE9a and infected cells
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Figure 2.4 Loss of type I IFN signaling significantly increases RUNX1-ETO9a leukemogenic 
potential  
(A) Survival curves of mice transplanted with wildtype or Ifnar1-/- fetal liver cells transduced by 
control (MIGR1) or MIG-RE9a retrovirus. Number of mice in each cohort shown at right. Wildtype 
median survival: 37.00 weeks; Ifnar1-/- median survival: 21.07 weeks; *: P=0.02. Data shown are 
combined from two independent transductions and transplantations. (B) Presence of 
hematopoietic blast cells in indicated tissues of mice transplanted with RE9a-transduced wildtype 
or Ifnar1-/- cells as analyzed by Wright-Giemsa staining. 
 

were transplanted intravenously into lethally irradiated wildtype recipient mice. As shown 

in Figure 2.4A, mice receiving MIGR1-infected cells of either genotype did not develop 

leukemia. One Ifnar1-/- MIGR1 recipient mouse died approximately 22 weeks post-

transplantation, however this mouse did not display splenomegaly, increased percent of 

GFP+ cells in the peripheral blood, bone marrow or spleen nor presence of blast cells in 

peripheral blood. We therefore concluded that this mouse died of non-leukemic causes. 

As expected, mice receiving RE9a-expressing wildtype cells developed leukemia and 

displayed the presence of blast cells in the peripheral blood, bone marrow and spleen 

(Figure 2.4). Interestingly, mice receiving RE9a Ifnar1-/- cells also developed leukemia, 

but significantly faster than mice developing leukemia from wildtype cells (median 

survival: wildtype 37.00 weeks vs Ifnar1-/- 21.07 weeks; P=0.02. This clearly 

demonstrates that disruption of type I IFN signaling significantly increases the 

leukemogenic potential of RE9a and indicates that the IFN response induced by t(8;21) 

fusion proteins is an inhibitory factor that must be overcome for leukemia development. 
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Discussion 

 Although full-length RUNX1-ETO requires cooperating mutations to induce 

leukemia development, it has previously been reported that loss or mutation of RE C-

terminus allows the protein to become leukemogenic [38,179]. Additionally, specific 

mutation or loss of the MYND domain impaired the ability of RE to block granulocytic 

differentiation and proliferation [161], decreased rates of RE-induced apoptosis and 

allowed the protein to induce leukemia in mice [105]. All of these phenotypic changes 

observed in the leukemic RE forms correlated with attenuated gene dysregulation by the 

fusion protein [105,161]. 

 In this study, we confirm that the leukemogenic RE9a, which lacks the C-

terminus of RE, shows attenuated dysregulation of IFNs and IFN-stimulated genes as 

compared to full-length RE (Figures 2.1-2 and Table 2.1). This appears to occur mainly 

via type I IFN signaling, as both IFN-α and IFN-β are consistently upregulated by RE and 

RE9a, and the upregulation of IFN-stimulated genes is largely dependent upon the 

presence of Ifnar1, which is required for type I IFN signaling. However, there is still some 

upregulation of IFN-stimulated genes in the absence of Ifnar1. This is not surprising, as 

knockout of Ifnar1 will only block type I IFN signaling. Since RE and RE9a both also 

upregulate IFN-γ (Supplementary Figure S2.1) and type I and type II IFNs have 

overlapping target genes [169], it is likely that these genes still show some upregulation 

due to this increase in IFN-γ and consequent type II IFN signaling. Additionally, 

interferon response factors (IRFs) can be activated independently of IFN signaling. For 

instance, it is known that cellular stress such as that caused by DNA-damaging agents 

both induce nuclear localization and increase transcriptional activity of IRF3 [180]. 

Similarly, T-lymphocytes treated with DNA-damaging agents show induction of IRF1 and 
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IRF1-dependent sensitization to apoptosis [181]. Given that RE expression causes 

repression of DNA repair genes and the accumulation of DNA damage [182], these 

findings provide a further mechanism by which RE-induced increases in DNA damage 

could lead to induction of IRFs and consequent IFN-stimulated gene expression. 

However, in light of our data, we believe that the majority of RE-induced IFN-stimulated 

gene expression occurs via type I IFN signaling and the IFNAR receptor complex. It will 

be interesting to study the mechanism behind t(8;21) upregulation of type I IFNs. The 

promoters of both IFNB1 and IFNA contain elements bound and activated by IRF1, 

IRF3, IRF5 and IRF7 homodimers [183]. It is possible that RE and RE9a upregulate type 

I IFNs through one or multiple of these proteins and this will be an interesting avenue for 

future studies. 

 We further demonstrate that the increase in IFN signaling has negative effects on 

t(8;21) fusion protein function. Both RE- and RE9a-transduced bone marrow cells 

treated with universal type I IFN show a significant reduction in colony forming ability in 

vitro, demonstrating the deleterious impact of excess IFN signaling on self-renewal in 

t(8;21)+ progenitor cells (Figure 2.3). More importantly, increased IFN signaling induced 

by RE9a clearly negatively affects leukemia development, as loss of type I IFN signaling 

via knockout of Ifnar1 significantly decreased AML latency in vivo (Figure 2.4). This 

strongly indicates that increased type I IFN signaling through IFNAR is one factor that 

needs to be overcome for t(8;21) fusion proteins to induce leukemia. Since RE shows 

even greater increases in IFN signaling, it stands to reason that the negative effects on 

leukemia development are stronger for RE than RE9a and this may be part of the reason 

why RE requires additional mutations to induce leukemia, whereas RE9a is 

leukemogenic on its own. In this vein, it is interesting to note that none of the top ten 
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IFN-stimulated genes listed in Table 2.1 are significantly upregulated in human t(8;21) 

AML patient samples [184]. This demonstrates that although expression of RE and 

RE9a clearly upregulates these genes, this upregulation is lost after leukemia develops. 

The lack of IFN-stimulated genes upregulated in leukemia may be due to a transient 

upregulation by RE and RE9a or to further t(8;21) cooperating mutations that reduce the 

IFN signaling effect. In either case, this change in gene expression further indicates that 

the negative effects of IFN signaling is one factor that needs to be overcome for the 

induction of leukemia by t(8;21) fusion proteins. However, increased IFN signaling by RE 

is likely not the sole factor preventing leukemia development, as recipient mice 

transplanted with RE-transduced Ifnar1-/- fetal liver cells failed to develop leukemia (data 

not shown), indicating the important effects of additional differences between RE and its 

leukemogenic isoforms.  

 The finding that an increase in type I IFN signaling negatively effects RE function 

and leukemia development fits well with the downstream functions of IFN-α and -β, 

which include increased apoptotic rate, decreased proliferation and increased AML cell 

immunogenicity [174]. In fact, type I IFN has been used clinically to treat AML, but has 

fallen out of favor due to inconsistent patient responses and adverse side effects [174]. 

These side effects include fever, nausea, myalgia and hematologic toxicity and increase 

with increasing dose of IFN treatment [185]. Inconsistent clinical response may be partly 

explained by the short half-life of unmodified IFNs (4-16 hr for IFN-α; 1-2 hr for IFN-β) 

[186]. This is supported by the finding that continuous administration of IFN-β was a 

critical factor for treatment response in a murine AML xenograft model [187]. In this 

study, the authors found that continuous low dose IFN treatment showed significantly 

greater reductions in tumor load than intermittent IFN-β doses. This held true despite the 
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fact that the intermittent doses resulted in peak plasma levels of IFN that were up to 20 

times higher than those generated by the continuous IFN dose strategy, indicating the 

importance of duration of signaling as opposed to simply strength of signaling. This is a 

very important finding, as lower IFN doses would also result in decreased adverse side 

effects [185,186]. Formulations of IFNs fused to human serum albumin or modified by 

polyethylene glycol (pegylation) have recently been created, both of which demonstrate 

significantly increased half-lives over unmodified IFN, facilitating a continuous low dose 

IFN treatment strategy [188,189]. 

 Our report elucidates a strong, RE-induced type I IFN response as an additional 

mechanism of RE cellular toxicity and one factor that is overcome in leukemia 

development. Given the lesser IFN response induced by RE9a, it also helps to explain 

why RE induces greater adverse cellular effects than does RE9a. More importantly, the 

clear role that loss of IFN signaling plays in accelerating RE9a-induced leukemia 

development further supports the use of these new long half-life IFNs in the treatment of 

AML. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

Cooperation between RUNX1-ETO9a and novel transcriptional partner KLF6 in 

upregulation of Alox5 in acute myeloid leukemia 

Abstract 

 Fusion protein RUNX1-ETO (AML1-ETO, RUNX1-RUNX1T1) is expressed as 

the result of the 8q22;21q22 translocation [t(8;21)], which is one of the most common 

chromosomal abnormalities found in acute myeloid leukemia. RUNX1-ETO is thought to 

promote leukemia development through the aberrant regulation of RUNX1 (AML1) target 

genes. Repression of these genes occurs via the recruitment of the corepressors N-

COR and SMRT due to their interaction with ETO. Mechanisms of RUNX1-ETO target 

gene upregulation remain less well understood. Here we show that RUNX1-ETO9a, the 

leukemogenic alternatively spliced transcript expressed from t(8;21), upregulates target 

gene Alox5, which is a gene critically required for the promotion of chronic myeloid 

leukemia development by BCR-ABL. Loss of Alox5 expression reduces activity of 

RUNX1-ETO9a, MLL-AF9 and PML-RARα in vitro. However, Alox5 is not essential for 

the induction of leukemia by RUNX1-ETO9a in vivo. Finally, we demonstrate that the 

upregulation of Alox5 by RUNX1-ETO9a occurs via the C2H2 zinc finger transcription 

factor KLF6, a protein required for early hematopoiesis and yolk sac development. 

Furthermore, KLF6 is specifically upregulated by RUNX1-ETO in human leukemia cells. 

This identifies KLF6 as a novel mediator of t(8;21) target gene regulation, providing a 

new mechanism for RUNX1-ETO transcriptional control. 
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Author Summary 

 The 8;21 translocation is one of the most common genetic abnormalities present 

in acute myeloid leukemia (AML). This translocation causes expression of the fusion 

gene RUNX1-ETO and its splicing isoforms. RUNX1-ETO proteins then reprogram the 

transcriptional landscape of the cell and cooperate with further mutations to induce 

leukemia development. In this study, we examine the transcriptional control of the 

RUNX1-ETO target gene Alox5. Although Alox5 appears to be dispensable for AML 

development in a mouse model, it is required for some RUNX1-ETO functions. In 

studying the regulation of Alox5 expression, we have discovered a novel RUNX1-ETO 

partner protein, KLF6, which is both upregulated by RUNX1-ETO and participates in 

RUNX1-ETO gene regulation. This provides new insight into the under-studied 

mechanisms of RUNX1-ETO target gene upregulation and identifies KLF6 as a 

potentially important protein for further study in t(8;21) AML development. 

 

Introduction 

Acute myeloid leukemia (AML) is the most prevalent form of adult leukemia [9]. 

Chromosomal translocations are found in over 80% of AML, the most common of which 

is t(8;21), occurring in up to 40% of AML cases categorized within the French-American-

British (FAB) subtype M2 [10–14]. This translocation results in the expression of fusion 

protein RUNX1-ETO. Although sufficient for in vitro immortalization, RUNX1-ETO 

requires additional cooperating mutations to induce leukemia in vivo [34–36]. RUNX1-

ETO also exists as C-terminally truncated forms due to alternative splicing at exons 9 

(RUNX1-ETO9a) and 11 (RUNX1-ETO11a) [38,39]. Both isoforms lack the NHR4/MYND 

domain and are expressed in human t(8;21)+ leukemia patient samples, and RUNX1-

ETO9a (RE9a) strongly promotes leukemia development in mice [38,39]. 
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RUNX1-ETO (RE) is known to be a transcriptional repressor through its 

recruitment of the corepressors N-CoR and SMRT and their associated histone 

deacetylases [29,30,190]. RE can also activate promoters cell-specifically, however it is 

unclear whether such gene activation occurs in a direct or indirect fashion [191]. The 

mechanisms by which RE upregulates its target genes have been less thoroughly 

investigated, although recent studies have utilized ChIP-chip and ChIP-seq to identify 

putative RE target genes to examine their regulation and importance in leukemia 

development [192–194]. One interesting recent finding is that RE upregulates at least 

some of its target genes via its interaction with the histone acetyltransferase p300, and 

that loss of this interaction significantly delays leukemia onset [32]. Additionally, our 

group recently reported that RE9a recruits PRMT1 to some RE9a-activated genes, 

leading to H3K4 methylation, H3K9/14 acetylation and transcriptional activation [33]. 

Further mechanisms of gene upregulation remain to be investigated. 

One gene strongly upregulated in t(8;21) leukemia is ALOX5, encoding an 

enzyme required for the synthesis of leukotrienes, which are small, lipid-derived 

signaling molecules that trigger pathways implicated in both inflammation and cancer, 

such as proliferation, cell survival and angiogenesis [195–198]. In fact, inhibitors of the 

ALOX5 pathway have shown promise in treating a number of epithelial cancers [199–

201]. In addition, ALOX5 has previously been shown to function in both normal 

hematopoiesis and leukemia development. Using a human CD34+ cell model, it has 

been demonstrated that leukotrienes both increase proliferation and exert an anti-

apoptotic effect on human hematopoietic stem cells [202]. More recently, it was further 

demonstrated that ALOX5 is required for the induction of chronic myeloid leukemia 

(CML) by BCR-ABL, and a specific ALOX5 inhibitor is able to significantly delay CML 
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onset when used either alone or in combination with the BCR-ABL kinase inhibitor 

imatinib [203]. 

Despite significant advances in our molecular understanding of AML, frontline 

treatment for this disease is still induction and consolidation chemotherapy, similar to the 

protocol established 30 years ago, and overall survival for older patients has not 

improved over the same time period [158,159]. Furthermore, although t(8;21)+ AML is 

considered to have a favorable prognosis for chemotherapeutic response, the 10-year 

overall survival for patients with this cytogenetic signature is only 61% [204]. New 

molecular targets and a better understanding of the mechanisms of RUNX1-ETO-

mediated transcriptional changes leading to disease development are needed for safer 

and more effective treatment of this disease. Here we investigate the role of ALOX5 in 

AML development, establishing ALOX5 as an upregulated gene in t(8;21) leukemia that 

is also important in cellular dysregulation by multiple oncogenic fusion proteins. We 

further discover that RE9a upregulates Alox5 via the C2H2 zinc finger transcription factor 

Krϋppel-like factor 6 (KLF6), a protein critically required for early hematopoiesis [205]. 

Finally, KLF6 itself is upregulated by both RE and RE9a, establishing a new mechanism 

for the upregulation of target genes by t(8;21) fusion proteins and a new pathway to 

study in AML development. 

 

Results 

Upregulation of ALOX5 in t(8;21)-associated acute myeloid leukemia 

In order to understand the mechanism by which RUNX1-ETO (RE) contributes to 

t(8;21) acute myeloid leukemia (AML) development, our group recently conducted gene 

expression microarray and ChIP-chip analyses to identify potential disease-related RE 

target genes [194]. One gene confirmed to be highly upregulated and specifically 
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consensus binding sites which were mutated to prevent non-specific regulation by RE9a 

due to binding at these sites [191]. In promoter-luciferase transactivation studies, the  

 

 
 

Figure 3.2 Upregulation of Alox5 in acute myeloid leukemia and by RUNX1-ETO9a.  
(A) Normalized log2 expression of Alox5 in control or RE9a-leukemic murine lin-c-Kit+ bone 
marrow cells. mRNA transcript levels were normalized to Gapdh and control was set to 1. Data 
show averages and standard deviations from 3 independent mice each. (B) RE9a regulation of 
mouse Alox5 promoter-luciferase reporter. Numbers indicate base pair relative to transcription 
start site. Two RUNX1 binding sites (TGTGGT) were either wildtype or mutated to TGTtag to 
abrogate RE9a binding [206]. Indicated promoter-luciferase reporter was co-transfected with 
control (Ctrl) or RE9a plasmid and expression was normalized to Renilla luciferase. Wildtype 
promoter + control set to 1. (C) RE9a regulation of truncated mouse Alox5 promoter-luciferase 
reporter. Luciferase assay performed as described in (B), with -1783 to +146 promoter + control 
set to 1. 
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Alox5 promoter is strongly upregulated by RE9a (Figure 3.2B). This promoter fragment 

contains two consensus RUNX1 binding sites (TGTGGT), indicating that RE9a may bind 

directly to the promoter at these sites to affect gene expression. However, when these 

sites are mutated either individually or together, RE9a is still able to upregulate the 

reporter (Figure 3.2B). Furthermore, when the promoter region is truncated to exclude  

 
 

Figure 3.3 Analysis of Alox5 promoter regulation by RE9a 
(A) Schematic of Alox5 promoter-luciferase reporter with motifs differing from RUNX1 consensus 
binding site (TGYGGT) indicated. Bases differing from consensus site labeled in lowercase. 
Transcription factor SP1 binding site also indicated. Numbers represent base pairs relative to 
transcription start site. (B) Basal regulation of Alox5 promoter-luciferase truncations. Indicated 
reporters were transfected in the absence of RE9a and expression was normalized to Renilla 
luciferase and the -507 to +146 construct was set to 1. * = p < 0.01 relative to -507 reporter. (C) 
Inducible regulation of Alox5 promoter-luciferase by RE9a. Indicated reporters were co-
transfected with control or RE9a and expression was normalized to Renilla luciferase. Each 
control (Ctrl) transfection normalized to 1. p-value relative to -507 reporter + RE9a. 
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these two RUNX1 binding sites, there is no decrease in the activation of the Alox5 

promoter by RE9a (Figure 3.2C), implying that RE9a either does not upregulate Alox5 

directly or functions via binding at a non-canonical RUNX1 binding site. 

RE9a cooperates with KLF6 to upregulate Alox5 

To determine if RE9a upregulates Alox5 through an imperfect RUNX1 binding 

site, we examined the truncated promoter from Figure 3.2C and found 5 motifs that differ 

from the consensus RUNX1 binding site (TGYGGT) by a single nucleotide (Figure 3.3A). 

We then serially truncated this promoter fragment to examine which regions are 

important for both the basal and RE9a-inducible expression of Alox5. When truncated 

from -366 to -86, we find a significant increase in the basal activity, indicating the 

presence of a basal cis repressive element in this region (Figure 3.3B). When truncated 

from -55 to -30, there is a large reduction in basal activity, which is unsurprising as this 

truncation removes an SP1 binding site (GGGCGG) known to be important for Alox5 

expression [207]. When examining inducible activity, however, only the shortest 

truncation shows a significant loss of promoter activation upon addition of RE9a (Figure 

3.3C), implying that sequences between -30 and +57, which is the region typically 

considered to comprise the core promoter for gene expression [208], play an important 

role in Alox5 regulation by RE9a. 

Upon closer examination of this region, we identified a GGGTG motif (reverse 

complement: CACCC) which is known to be a binding site for KLF6, a zinc finger DNA-

binding transcription factor that was previously identified as an important cell-specific 

positive regulator of Leukotriene C4 Synthase (LTC4S) expression, which functions 

downstream of ALOX5 in the synthesis of certain leukotrienes [209]. Although the 

CACCC motif is a binding site for most KLF family members [210], since KLF6 is both an 

important hematopoietic regulator and induces expression of another member of the 
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ALOX5 pathway [205,209], we decided to focus on KLF6 and hypothesized that RE9a 

may function through KLF6 to regulate Alox5 expression. Interestingly, we found that 

KLF6 is both independently capable of activating the Alox5 reporter and, when  

 
 

Figure 3.4 Alox5 regulation by RE9a and KLF6 
(A) Coregulation of Alox5 reporter by RE9a and KLF6. Alox5 -507 to +146 reporter co-transfected 
with RE9a, KLF6 or both. Expression was normalized to Renilla luciferase and control (Ctrl) was 
set to 1. (B) Knockdown of endogenous KLF6 via shRNA. K562 cells were transfected with 
control or one of two independent shRNAs targeting KLF6 and analyzed by qRT-PCR for KLF6 
expression. Expression values were normalized to GAPDH and control transfected value was set 
to 1. Data show averages with standard deviations of 3 independent transfections. (C) 
Knockdown of KLF6 impairs ability of RE9a to upregulate Alox5 promoter-luciferase reporter. 
K562 cells pre-transfected with control or KLF6 shRNA were co-transfected with Alox5 -507 to 
+146 reporter and RE9a. Expression was normalized to Renilla luciferase and control + RE9a 
was set to 100. (D) Mutation of KLF6 binding site significantly decreases activation of Alox5 
promoter by RE9a and KLF6. Wildtype or KLF6 binding site (b.s.)-mutated (GGGTG to GATCG) 
Alox5 -30 to +146 reporter co-transfected with RE9a or KLF6. Expression was normalized to 
Renilla luciferase. Control (Ctrl) was set to 1. p-values are compared to wildtype reporter co-
transfected with corresponding transgene. (E) KLF6 can interact with RUNX1, RE and RE9a. 
KLF6 and RUNX1, RE or RE9a were co-transfected into K562 cells, and lysates were 
immunoprecipitated with control or KLF6 antibody. Also shown is interaction with endogenous 
SP1. α-tubulin serves as a loading control for the whole cell lysate. After IP, KLF6 appears as 
multiple bands likely because KLF6 is expressed endogenously as multiple splicing isoforms 
which are enriched to more easily detectable levels by immunoprecipitation [211]. 
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introduced in combination with RE9a, the activation is greater than the sum of the effect 

of RE9a and KLF6 alone (Figure 3.4A). This demonstrates that RE9a can indeed 

cooperate with KLF6 to upregulate Alox5 expression. 

To examine whether KLF6 is required for RE9a regulation of Alox5, we utilized 

two different shRNAs targeting KLF6 that decrease its endogenous expression by 

approximately 50% (Figure 3.4B). Both of these shRNAs are able to significantly reduce 

the ability of RE9a to activate the Alox5 promoter, demonstrating that RE9a does require 

KLF6 for full regulation of Alox5 (Figure 3.4C). Possible explanations for an incomplete 

loss of reporter induction after KLF6 knockdown include an incomplete loss of KLF6 

expression (Figure 3.4B) and that RE9a may function with other factors in addition to 

KLF6 in the upregulation of Alox5. Furthermore, when the KLF6 binding motif was 

mutated to a sequence previously shown to disrupt KLF6-mediated gene activation 

[209], the upregulation of Alox5 by both RE9a and KLF6 was significantly reduced 

(Figure 3.4D). Interestingly, although the specific KLF6 binding site GGGTG found in the 

murine promoter is not conserved in humans, a GC-box (GGGCGGG) is present at this 

site, which also allows KLF6 binding [39]. Additionally, the human ALOX5 promoter does 

contain 7 CACCC or GGGTG motifs within 500 bp of the transcription start site, 

indicating that KLF6 function in human ALOX5 regulation may be conserved through 

these sites. Supporting this possibility, both exogenous Flag-KLF6 and HA-RE9a display 

enrichment at the ALOX5 promoter region in K562 cells when examined by ChIP, 

although endogenous RUNX1 does not (Figure 3.5).  

Finally, since RE9a functions with KLF6 in the regulation of gene expression, we 

were interested to determine whether RE9a and other RUNX1 proteins were capable of 

interacting with KLF6 in the same complex. Using coimmunoprecipitation, we find that 
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KLF6 is indeed capable of interacting with both RUNX1 and the fusion proteins RUNX1-

ETO and RE9a, which is the first report of such interaction (Figure 3.4E). However, in all 

conditions tested we can only detect over-expressed, exogenous KLF6 with available  

 
 
Figure 3.5 RE9a and KLF6 bind the human ALOX5 promoter 
Following ChIP, exogenous HA-RE9a and Flag-KLF6 show enrichment compared to IgG control 
at three locations within the ALOX5 promoter. Endogenous RUNX1 shows no enrichment. 
Locations of three PCR amplicons relative to transcription start site of ALOX5: ALOX5-A -522 to -
234, ALOX5-B -259 to -79, ALOX5-C +149 to +596. 
 

antibodies and therefore could not confirm the interactions between KLF6 and these 

proteins at the endogenous level. We also confirm the previously reported interaction 

between KLF6 and endogenous SP1  [212]. Given that RUNX1-ETO is also able to 

interact with SP1 via the Runt domain [213] (which is common to wildtype RUNX1), this 

raises the possibility that KLF6, SP1 and Runt domain-containing proteins may function 

together in gene regulation and provides direction for future transcriptional studies. 

KLF6 is specifically upregulated in t(8;21)+ cells 

 To determine whether KLF6 is also a target of RE gene regulation in human 

AML, we again examined available patient data and find that KLF6 expression is 

specifically higher in t(8;21)+ leukemia samples (Figure 3.1B and [184]). KLF6 is also 

upregulated in K562 cells 24 hr after transfection with RE9a (Figure 3.6A), supporting 

induction of KLF6 as a mechanism of Alox5 upregulation by RE9a in the above 

luciferase studies. Furthermore, when comparing mRNA levels in AML M2 human 
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leukemia cell lines, the t(8;21)+ cell lines SKNO and Kasumi-1 express significantly 

higher levels of KLF6 than does the t(8;21)- cell line HL60 (Figure 3.6B). Finally, when  

 
 
Figure 3.6 Regulation of KLF6 by RUNX1-ETO and RE9a 
(A) Expression of KLF6 in control- (Ctrl) or RE9a-transfected K562 cells. RE9a or empty vector 
was co-transfected into K562 cells along with a GFP-expressing vector to determine transfection 
efficiency. KLF6 mRNA levels were normalized to GAPDH with Ctrl set to 1, and samples were 
then normalized to account for transfection rate by percent GFP-expressing cells as determined 
by flow cytometry. Data show averages and standard deviations of three independent 
transfections. (B) Expression of KLF6 in HL60 [t(8;21)-negative] and SKNO and Kasumi-1 
[t(8;21)-positive] cell lines. KLF6 mRNA levels were normalized to GAPDH and HL60 was set to 
1. Data show averages and standard deviations of 3 independent RNA isolations. (C) Expression 
of KLF6 in control-, RUNX1-ETO- or RUNX1-ETO9a-transduced HL60 cells. Following 2 rounds 
of retroviral transduction, KLF6 levels determined as in (B), with control-transduced cells (Ctrl) set 
to 1. Data display averages and standard deviations of 3 independent transductions. 
 

RE or RE9a are introduced retrovirally into HL60 cells, there is a significant and dramatic 

upregulation of KLF6 (Figure 3.6C). This upregulation is greater for RE than RE9a, 

which agrees with previous findings that RE more strongly dysregulates gene expression 

than its leukemic isoforms [161,214]. Collectively, these data demonstrate that KLF6 is a 

target of t(8;21) gene upregulation. 

Lack of Alox5 impairs cellular dysregulation by multiple oncogenic fusion 

proteins 

To examine the potential functional implications of Alox5 in t(8;21)-induced self-

renewal, we performed serial replating assays after retroviral transduction of wildtype 

and Alox5-/- murine bone marrow cells. In this assay, wildtype cells transduced with 
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retrovirus encoding RE9a-IRES-Puror display increased self-renewal and maintain 

replating capacity through at least 13 weeks in weekly replating culture, whereas control 

cells transduced with a vector encoding the puromycin resistance gene alone (MIP) 

rapidly lose colony forming ability and stop replating after about 3 weeks (Figure 3.7A). 

Alox5-/- cells transduced with MIP alone behave similar to their wildtype counterparts 

and display limited self-renewal. Interestingly, although RE9a-infected Alox5-/- cells 

initially replate longer than MIP control cells, after approximately 5 weeks in culture they 

begin to produce far fewer colonies than RE9a-infected wildtype cells and eventually 

lose replating capacity altogether (Figure 3.7A). These Alox5-/- cells also form smaller 

colonies as compared to wildtype (Figure 3.7B) and stain more positively for the myeloid 

differentiation marker CD11b when examined by flow cytometry (Figure 3.7C; Wildtype: 

26-36%; Alox5-/-: 56-64%). These data indicate that lack of Alox5 impairs the ability of 

RE9a to increase murine hematopoietic cell self-renewal, perhaps in part by altering 

cellular differentiation.  

 To determine whether the self-renewal defects observed in Alox5-/- cells were 

specific to RE9a or were more broadly applicable, we performed similar replating assays 

using the oncogenic fusion proteins MLL-AF9, resulting from t(9;11) and most frequently 

occurring in acute monoblastic leukemia (AML M5) [215], and PML-RARα, resulting from 

t(15;17) and observed in acute promyelocytic leukemia (APL/AML M3) [216]. Notably, 

decreases in colony numbers as compared to wildtype were observed after transduction 

of Alox5-/- cells with both MLL-AF9 and PML-RARα (Figure 3.7D-E), demonstrating that 

loss of Alox5 impairs the increased self-renewal capability induced by multiple fusion 

oncoproteins.  
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Figure 3.7 Alox5 involvement in hematopoietic cell self-renewal.  
(A) Alox5 required for long-term self-renewal of hematopoietic cells by RE9a. Colony numbers 
from wildtype or Alox5-/- bone marrow cells transduced with control (MIP) or RE9a retrovirus and 
serially replated in methylcellulose. Data shown are averages with standard deviations of a 
representative dataset. Four independent assays were performed. (B) Typical colony images 
after 9th replating from (A) taken using Nikon Eclipse TS100 microscope with 2x/0.06 objective 
lens and Nikon DS Camera Control Unit DS-U2 system. (C) Flow cytometric analysis of replated 
cells from (A). Cells from 3rd, 6th and 9th replatings were stained for myeloid lineage markers Gr-1 
and CD11b. Representative data from four independent assays shown. (D) and (E) Lack of Alox5 
decreases colony formation potential of hematopoietic cells transduced with MLL-AF9 and PML-
RARα. Wildtype or Alox5-/- bone marrow cells were transduced with MIP and MLL-AF9 (D) or 
PML-RARα (E) retrovirus and serially replated in methylcellusose. Data shown are averages and 
standard deviations of representative datasets. Three independent assays were performed. 
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 It was previously reported that although Alox5 is required for induction of CML by 

BCR-ABL, lack of Alox5 in hematopoietic stem cells in the absence of BCR-ABL did not 

result in any significant hematopoietic defects [203]. Having observed that lack of Alox5 

also impaired increased self-renewal induced by RE9a, MLL-AF9 and PML-RARα, we 

next examined whether exogenous expression of Alox5 itself had any effect. To test this, 

we transduced wildtype bone marrow cells with retrovirus encoding murine Alox5 and 

performed serial replating assays. As shown in Figure 3.8, exogenous Alox5 expression 

conferred no replating advantage relative to MIP-transduced control cells, demonstrating 

that while ALOX5 aids in increased self-renewal by multiple oncogenes, it is incapable of 

inducing this increase on its own. 

 
 
Figure 3.8 Alox5 in cellular self-renewal 
Exogenous ALOX5 is insufficient increase cellular self-renewal on its own. Wildtype bone marrow 
cells were transduced with control (MIP), HA-ALOX5 or HA-RE9a retrovirus and serially replated 
in methylcellulose. Data shown are averages and standard deviations of a representative dataset. 
Three independent assays were performed. Expression of ALOX5 and RE9a in bone marrow 
cells after selection is shown by western blot (right). Tubulin serves as a loading control.  

 

RE9a-expressing Alox5-/- cells are capable of leukemia induction 

Alox5-/- hematopoietic cells transduced with multiple fusion oncogenes showed 

clear defects in self-renewal in vitro (Figure 3.7). It is important to determine whether 

these defects are also present in vivo. To investigate this possibility, we harvested 

wildtype and Alox5-/- fetal liver cells, retrovirally transduced them with virus encoding 
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either RE9a-IRES-GFP or GFP alone (MigR1) and transplanted them into lethally 

irradiated recipient mice. As expected, neither wildtype nor Alox5-/- cells transduced with 

MigR1 induced leukemia (Figure 3.9A). In contrast, both wildtype and Alox5-/- cells 

expressing RE9a induced leukemia in recipient mice, with a median latency of 

approximately 30 weeks (Figure 3.9A). Both wildtype and Alox5-/- cells were also able to  

 
 
Figure 3.9 Loss of Alox5 does not block RE9a leukemia induction in vivo 
(A) Survival of mice receiving wildtype or Alox5-/- fetal liver cells transduced by control (MigR1) or 
RE9a retrovirus. Number of mice in each cohort shown at right. WT median survival: 30.71 
weeks; Alox5-/- median survival: 29.43 weeks; p = 0.39. (B) Presence of hematopoietic blast cells 
in tissues of mice transplanted with RE9a-transduced wildtype or Alox5-/- cells. Peripheral blood 
smears and cytocentrifugation of bone marrow and spleen cells were stained with Wright-Giemsa 
solutions. (C) Immunophenotype of myeloid progenitor cells in wildtype and Alox5-/- leukemias. 
Distribution of EGFP+Lin-Sca-1-c-Kit+ leukemic cells harvested from spleen shown based on 
expression of CD34 and Fcγ receptors II/III (FcγRII/III). At least 4 mice analyzed per genotype, 
with representative distributions shown. 
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induce secondary and tertiary leukemias in further rounds of transplantations to new 

recipient mice (data not shown). Additionally, leukemic mice of both genotypes displayed 

similar blast cells in the peripheral blood, bone marrow and spleen (Figure 3.9B). 

 We have previously observed that RE9a-leukemic mice display a phenotype in 

their myeloid progenitor populations, in which the normal distribution of common myeloid 

progenitors (CMPs), granulocyte/monocyte progenitors (GMPs) and 

megakaryocyte/erythroid progenitors (MEPs) is lost, and a single population arises that 

is similar in immunophenotype to MEPs, but has increased expression of Fcγ receptors 

II/III (FcγRII/III) by flow cytometry [38]. Similar leukemia cells were also reported in an 

Inv(16) AML mouse model and termed abnormal myeloid progenitors [217]. To 

determine whether Alox5-/- leukemic cells also display this aberrant progenitor profile, 

we first examined untreated, non-leukemic bone marrow cells from wildtype and Alox5-/- 

mice and observed normal distributions of the 3 progenitor populations (Figure 3.10). We 

next checked the progenitor populations from leukemic mice. Although there were 

variations among both wildtype and Alox5-/- leukemic mice in terms of mean 

fluorescence intensity of GFP expression and percent of cells that were Sca-1 positive, 

we found that leukemic mice transplanted with either genotype of RE9a-infected cells 

displayed a similar abnormal myeloid progenitor immunophenotype (Figure 3.9C) as 

compared to controls (Figure 3.10). Some Alox5-/- leukemic mice displayed smaller 

GMP compartments than their wildtype counterparts (Figure 3.9C), but as the 

differences varied from mouse to mouse and had no effect on leukemia development 

(Figure 3.9A), we do not interpret this as being an important functional difference. 

These results demonstrate that although loss of Alox5 results in self-renewal 

defects in vitro, other factors exist in vivo that allow RE9a to overcome these defects and 

promote leukemia development. 
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Figure 3.10 Myeloid progenitor profiles in untreated wildtype and Alox5-/- mice  
Distribution of Lin-Sca-1-c-Kit+ bone marrow cells harvested from untreated mice shown based on 
expression of CD34 and Fcγ receptors II/III (FcγRII/III). Three mice analyzed per genotype, with 
representative distributions shown. GMP = Granulocyte/Monocyte Progenitor; CMP = Common 
Myeloid Progenitor; MEP = Megakaryocyte/Erythroid Progenitor. 
 

Discussion 

 In order to design better and more specific treatments for AML, we need a more 

thorough understanding of the underlying molecular mechanisms of cellular 

transformation that lead to disease. The 8;21 translocation that causes expression of the 

RUNX1-ETO DNA-binding fusion proteins is highly associated with AML M2, but its 

mechanisms of gene dysregulation are not completely understood. This is especially 

true for upregulated RE target genes. Here, we demonstrate that Alox5 is an 

upregulated t(8;21) target gene and establish for the first time that KLF6 cooperates in 

transcriptional dysregulation with leukemia fusion proteins during target gene 

upregulation. Although the Alox5 promoter is activated only weakly by wildtype RUNX1, 

both full-length RUNX1-ETO and its splicing isoform RUNX1-ETO9a strongly induce 

promoter activity, demonstrating that Alox5 is upregulated by multiple t(8;21) fusion 

proteins (Figure 3.11). 
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Figure 3.11 Both RUNX1-ETO and RE9a strongly activate the Alox5 promoter 
Inducible regulation of Alox5 promoter-luciferase by RUNX1 (A), RUNX1-ETO or RE9a (B). -507 
to +146 reporter was co-transfected with control (Ctrl), RUNX1, RUNX1-ETO (RE) or RE9a and 
expression was normalized to Renilla luciferase, with Ctrl transfection normalized to 1. n.s. = not 
significant. 

 

 ALOX5 is a promising molecular target for the treatment of CML, as it has been 

demonstrated that a small molecule inhibitor of ALOX5 significantly delays leukemia 

onset in mice [203]. We show here that lack of ALOX5 also leads to in vitro defects in 

hematopoietic cells transduced by RE9a, MLL-AF9 and PML-RARα, all of which are 

oncogenes involved in AML development. However, these results did not translate in 

vivo, as Alox5-/- cells infected with RE9a are still able to induce leukemia in mice (Figure 

3.9A), and a similar result was obtained in a pilot experiment using an MLL-AF9 model 

of AML (data not shown). Additionally, no significant differences were observed in the 

differentiation states of wildtype and Alox5-/- leukemia cells, either in analysis of their 

progenitor populations or expression of lineage markers Gr1, CD11b, CD4 and B220 or 

progenitor markers c-Kit and Sca-1 (Figure 3.9C and data not shown). It is not entirely 

clear why the importance of ALOX5 demonstrated in vitro is not observed in vivo, 

although this difference in phenotype between the two systems has been observed 

previously. One such example is RUNX1-ETO itself, which induces a significant increase 

in hematopoietic self-renewal yet requires cooperating mutations to induce leukemia in 
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vivo [218]. Additionally, lack of Stat5 expression blocks the replating potential of the 

AML-inducing oncogene MOZ-TIF2 but only delays the onset of AML in vivo [219]. We 

observe a similar discrepancy for the requirement of Alox5 between the in vitro and in 

vivo systems, for which multiple mechanisms may exist.  One possibility arises from the 

fact that there are a limited number of factors present in the in vitro culture conditions. 

Additional factors or different concentrations of factors present in vivo may allow for 

Alox5-/- cell survival and transformation. In a CML model, BCR-ABL-expressing Alox5-/- 

leukemia stem cells (LSCs) display an increased apoptotic rate as compared to wildtype 

LSCs, indicating the potential importance of the stem cell population for Alox5 and 

leukemia development [220]. Given this importance, it is possible that interactions 

between RE9a-infected stem cells and the niche in vivo allow them to survive and self-

renew, whereas this interaction is absent in vitro. Another possible cause is cell-specific 

differences, as total bone marrow cells were used in vitro and fetal liver cells were used 

for the transplantation experiments. Recent studies indicate that the fetal liver and adult 

bone marrow contain differing ratios of hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) with unequal 

differentiation potential, with the fetal liver specifically enriched for HSCs with long-term 

myeloid differentiation potential [221].  It is possible that different subtypes of HSCs 

respond differently to the introduction of RE9a, leading to the observed results. In 

addition, it is also possible that ALOX5 is required more by RE than RE9a in leukemia 

development, especially given that RE more strongly upregulates KLF6 expression.  

Other plausible possibilities also exist. Therefore, the available evidence suggests that 

ALOX5 is not a suitable molecular target for the treatment of t(8;21) AML alone. Based 

on our replating data, it appears that ALOX5 does play a role in RE-induced increases in 

self-renewal. However, as this does not translate to a delay in leukemia onset in vivo, 

targeting ALOX5 alone is likely insufficient to generate therapeutic benefit, although its 
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inhibition in combination with other treatments may show efficacy and this remains to be 

examined. 

 It is well established that RE represses target gene expression via the interaction 

of the ETO domain with N-CoR and SMRT and their associated histone deacetylases 

[222]. The mechanism by which RE upregulates gene expression is less well 

understood, although it was recently reported that the interaction between RE and p300 

accounts for increased expression of at least some RE target genes and 

leukemogenicity [32]. Our current study has identified RE and RE9a as a novel positive 

transcriptional regulators of Alox5. Interestingly, the data indicate that regulation of Alox5 

by RE9a is indirect, as no peak of RE9a binding was observed in the Alox5 promoter 

region when performing ChIP-chip on RE9a-leukemia cells [194], and no RUNX1 binding 

motifs are present in the RE9a-responsive region of the Alox5 promoter (Figure 3.3). We 

further demonstrate that KLF6 is a critical factor for induction of the Alox5 promoter in 

cooperation with RE9a. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report 

demonstrating both KLF6 regulation of Alox5 expression and the involvement of KLF6 in 

gene upregulation by t(8;21) fusion proteins.  It will be important to examine whether this 

effect is specific to Alox5 or if KLF6 more broadly participates in t(8;21)-mediated 

transcriptional alterations. If future work determines that KLF6 does in fact participate in 

the regulation of disease-related RE and RE9a target genes, KLF6 itself may become an 

interesting target for future study in the treatment of AML. 

The involvement of KLF6 here is especially interesting in light of the fact that 

KLF6 expression, like ALOX5, is also significantly upregulated in human AML M2 

t(8;21)+ patient samples (Figure 3.1 and [184]). Therefore, KLF6 should be widely 

available in these leukemia cells to participate with t(8;21) fusion proteins in 

transcriptional regulation. We further demonstrate that increased KLF6 expression is 
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induced by introduction of both RE and RE9a into the non-t(8;21) AML M2 cell line HL60 

(Figure 3.6). Interestingly, according to published ChIP-seq data, RUNX1-ETO binds 

multiple sites within and nearby the KLF6 gene, indicating it may be a direct RUNX1-

ETO target gene and this should be more closely studied in the future [192,193]. 

Finally, we demonstrate for the first time that KLF6 interacts with RUNX1 and the 

Runt domain-containing t(8;21) fusion proteins. It is intriguing to note the potential 

implications of this interaction since, as with Runx1, knockout of Klf6 in mice results in 

embryonic lethality with severe defects in differentiation across all hematopoietic 

lineages [205]. It will be interesting to examine a potential role of RUNX1 and KLF6 

cooperation in early hematopoietic development. For instance, does RUNX1, like 

RUNX1-ETO9a, also co-regulate gene expression with KLF6 and if so, what are the 

functions of these genes in early hematopoiesis? Do KLF6 and RUNX1 function partially 

redundantly in hematopoietic development? Furthermore, KLF6 is only 1 of at least 9 

KLF family members with important roles in blood cell function and disease 

development. KLFs 4, 5 and 10 are important in T-cell activation and trafficking and 

KLF4 may function as a tumor suppressor in adult T-cell leukemia, KLF2 promotes 

memory B-cell differentiation and KLF3-deficient mice display a myeloproliferative 

disorder [210]. It will be interesting then to determine whether RUNX1 or t(8;21) fusion 

proteins work with any of these other KLF family members in gene expression and 

normal or disease-related blood cell development. 

 

Materials and Methods 

Ethics statement 

 C57BL/6J wildtype and Alox5-/- mice used in this study were housed in a 

pathogen-free facility. All procedures were performed in strict accordance with the 
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recommendations of the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the University 

of California, San Diego, CA, and every effort was made to minimize suffering. 

Human and mouse gene expression 

 Human AML patient data [184] was analyzed using GraphPad Prism4 (GraphPad 

Software). For human cell line KLF6 expression, total RNA was harvested from 106 

untreated HL60, Kasumi-1 and SKNO cells using the RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen). 

Retrovirally transduced HL60 cells were infected twice with virus produced by co-

transfection of packaging vector and MSCV-IRES-Puror control or containing RUNX1-

ETO in 293T cells. Infected HL60 cells were selected 2 days in 2 µg/ml puromycin to 

enrich for infected cells. 1 µg of RNA was used to generate cDNA using oligo (dT) and 

random primers (qScript cDNA SuperMix, Quanta Biosciences), and subject to qPCR on 

an iCycler (BioRad) using KAPA SYBR FAST Universal 2X qPCR Master Mix (KAPA 

Biosystems). KLF6 primer sequences: forward: TTCTCGGCGCTGCCGTCTCT, reverse: 

TCGCCAATGGGGTCGGAGGTA. For mouse Alox5 expression, lin-c-Kit+ hematopoietic 

cells were enriched from wildtype or leukemic mice using the Lineage Cell Depletion Kit 

and CD117 MicroBeads (Miltenyi Biotec) RNA extraction, cDNA synthesis and qPCR 

performed as above. Alox5 primer sequences: forward: CTCTTCCAAGCTCGAAGTGC, 

reverse: TGATGCTACCGAGTGACGAG. 

Luciferase reporter assay 

 The indicated Alox5 promoter regions were cloned into pGL2 vector (Promega) 

with the six consensus RUNX1 binding sites in the vector backbone mutated from 

TGTGGT to TGTtag (pGLX2) to prevent binding of RE9a to the vector [191]; 106 K562 

cells were nucleofected (Lonza) with 5 µg promoter-firefly luciferase DNA, 100 ng  

Renilla control luciferase DNA, and 2-3 µg p3xFlag-CMV-7.1 vector (Sigma-Aldrich) 

alone or containing RUNX1-ETO, RUNX1-ETO9a or KLF6 cDNA and analyzed 24 hr-
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post nucleofection using the Dual-Luciferase Reporter Assay System (Promega) on a 

Monolight 3010 (BD Biosciences). Unless otherwise stated, luciferase data show 

averages with standard deviations of 3 independent experiments, each performed in 

duplicate. For knock-down studies, 106 K562 cells were first transfected with 6 µg 

pSUPER.retro.puro (Oligoengine) containing shRNA, selected 2 days in 2 µg/ml 

puromycin, and then transfected and analyzed as above. Hairpin sense-strand 

sequences: shKLF6#1: CGGCTGCAGGAAAGTTTAC; shKLF6#2: 

GGAGAAAAGCCTTACAGAT. Significance was determined by Student t-test. 

Immunoprecipitation and antibodies 

 K562 cells were nucleofected with 5 µg each p3xFlag-CMV-7.1-KLF6 and 

pcDNA6-HA-RUNX1, RUNX1-ETO or RUNX1-ETO9a. Pre-cleared lysates were 

incubated with rotation overnight at 4°C with 1 µg control or KLF6 antibody (Santa Cruz 

Biotechnology) and washed 5 times with lysis buffer [223] prior to SDS-PAGE. Antibody 

suppliers: α-tubulin (Covance), HA (Roche), SP1 (Santa Cruz), ALOX5 (Abcam). 

Retroviral transduction and replating assay 

           Alox5-/- mice[224] were purchased from Jackson Laboratory. Retroviral 

transduction and replating assays were performed as previously described [33]. Briefly, 

total bone marrow cells from wildtype or Alox5-/- mice were transduced with retrovirus 

MSCV-IRES-Puror (MIP) [176] vector control or MIP containing HA-RUNX1-ETO9a, 

murine HA-Alox5, MLL-AF9 or PML-RARα cDNAs, as indicated. Infected cells were 

selected 1 week in 1 µg/ml puromycin in M3434 (STEMCELL Technologies). Ten 

thousand cells from each transduction were replated in duplicate every 7 days after 

colony and cell counting. 

Fetal liver cell isolation, transduction, transplantation and flow cytometry 
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 These assays were performed as previously described [38]. Briefly, fetal liver 

cells were harvested from day E13.5-16.5 wildtype or Alox5-/- mouse embryos and 

transduced twice with MigR1 or MIG-RUNX1-ETO9a retrovirus. Lethally irradiated (900 

rad) wildtype recipient mice were intravenously transplanted with the transduced fetal 

liver cells. Gr-1, CD11b, Sca-1, c-Kit, CD34 and FcγRII/III fluorescently conjugated 

antibodies were purchased from eBioscience. Staining and analyses were performed as 

previously described [38]. Kaplan-Meier survival curves and statistical analyses were 

performed using GraphPad Prism4.  

Chromatin immunoprecipitation 

 ChIP assay was performed as described previously [33]. Cell lines were 

generated by retroviral transduction of K562 cells with MIP-HA-RE9a or MIP-Flag-KLF6. 

Each ChIP reaction contained chromatin from 107 cells and 5 µg antibody. Antibodies 

used were: HA (Santa Cruz) for RE9a, Flag (Sigma-Aldrich) for KLF6, and N-terminal 

RUNX1 [38] for endogenous RUNX1 in the absence of exogenous RE9a and KLF6. 

Following immunoprecipitation, enrichment of regions of the ALOX5 promoter was 

measured by qPCR using the following primers (numbers indicate nucleotides relative to 

transcription start site): ALOX5-A (-522 to -234) forward: 

AGCCTCTGTGCTCCAGAATCCATC, reverse: CGTTCACTCGTTCTCTCCTGAATTG; 

ALOX5-B (-259 to -79) forward: CAATTCAGGAGAGAACGAGTGAACG, reverse: 

GCAGTACTTCTCTCCCACTCTTCACG; ALOX5-C (+149 to +596) forward: 

CACTGACGACTACATCTACCTCAGCCTC, reverse: 

ATCTTGAAGTGGAGGGGAAACCTTG, and enrichment was normalized to IgG control. 
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 Although significant progress has been made in understanding the molecular 

mechanisms of AML development, these advancements have not yet led to major 

clinical changes. This can most easily be seen in the fact that, despite research efforts, 

the frontline treatment for AML is still a chemotherapeutic regimen that has remained 

largely unchanged for 30 years and overall survival for older patients has not improved 

over the same time period [158,159]. Additionally, although t(8;21)+ AML is considered 

to have a favorable prognosis in terms of chemotherapeutic response among the various 

AML subtypes, the 10-year overall survival for patients with these cytogenetics is only 

61% [204]. Clearly, more work remains to better understand how t(8;21)+ AML develops 

and how to best use this information in patient treatment. 

 With this in mind, the work described here centers around an investigation of 

RUNX1-ETO, the fusion protein expressed from the 8;21 translocation. The first step 

was to try to understand why RUNX1-ETO, although highly associated with AML, could 

not induce leukemia on its own but rather required cooperating mutations in multiple 

animal models [35]. Recognizing that loss of the C-terminal NHR4 or disruption of its 

structure does allow RUNX1-ETO alone to induce leukemia [37,38,179], we set out to 

investigate two known NHR4 interacting partners, NCOR1 and SON, to determine their 

importance in t(8;21) leukemogenesis. In doing so, we established two independent 

RUNX1-ETO mutants that either lose NCOR1 (RUNX1-ETO-W692A) or SON (RUNX1-

ETO-mutNHR3) interaction at NHR4, but not the interaction of the alternate protein 

[105]. We determined that, as may be predicted, loss of NCOR1/NHR4 binding 

attenuates, but does not completely abrogate the ability of RUNX1-ETO to repress target 

gene transcription. 
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This is likely because RUNX1-ETO has two NCOR1 binding sites, and recruitment of 

NCOR1 may still occur via the alternate site when NHR4 is mutated. Loss of SON 

binding has no effect on RUNX1-ETO transcriptional repression. We further determine 

that only loss of NCOR1 binding, but not SON, leads to a decrease in the cellular defects 

caused by RUNX1-ETO. Specifically, RUNX1-ETO-W692A induces significantly less 

apoptosis and does not display the same proliferation defect as does RUNX1-ETO or 

RUNX1-ETO-mutNHR3 in both primary murine bone marrow cells and human leukemia 

cell lines. Mechanistically, this correlates with less dysregulation of the pro-cell cycle 

proteins CDK4, cyclins A and D3 and the CDK inhibitor p27 by RUNX1-ETO-W692A. 

Most importantly, RUNX1-ETO-W692A, much like RUNX1-ETO9a, is able to induce 

leukemia in vivo, whereas full-length RUNX1-ETO cannot [105]. 

 These findings seriously implicate both NCOR1-mediated repression and the 

degree of transcriptional dysregulation by RUNX1-ETO in its cellular effects and the 

induction of AML. They further strongly indicate that SON, although an important 

independent regulator of cell cycle progression via its role in splicing [223], likely does 

not play a major role in t(8;21) leukemogenesis. These results also imply that RUNX-

ETO is not simply acting as a dominant-negative inhibitor that blocks RUNX1 target 

gene activation, as weakening RUNX1 target gene repression by RUNX1-ETO actually 

increases leukemic potential. Moreover, it has been demonstrated that gene activation 

by RUNX1-ETO plays a significant role in pathogenesis, as abrogation of RUNX1-ETO 

acetylation by p300 blocks target gene activation and delays leukemia development [32]. 

Although this demonstrates a clear importance of RUNX1-ETO target gene activation, it 

has also been demonstrated that removing the remaining NCOR1 binding site from 

RUNX1-ETO9a significantly delays leukemia onset [225]. The synthesis of these results 

points to a very much non-black and white picture of the role of RUNX1-ETO in 
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leukemogenesis, but rather a careful balance of gene activation and repression by 

RUNX1-ETO in order to circumvent its negative cellular effects in the induction of AML. 

Although this is a more complicated model, it allows us to look at previous data in a 

different light to examine fine-tuning of the cellular transcriptional landscape by RUNX1-

ETO to better understand its role in disease. Clearly, leukemic and non-leukemic forms 

of RUNX1-ETO can be utilized in determining which of the numerous RUNX1-ETO 

target genes are truly players in AML and which are merely bystanders. The results of 

such studies can then be used to yield therapeutic gains in the targeted treatment of 

t(8;21)+ AML. 

 Having determined the importance of the degree of transcriptional dysregulation 

by RUNX1-ETO in disease, we next performed a microarray study in human leukemia 

cells after inducible expression of two RUNX1-ETO forms: full-length RUNX1-ETO, 

which cannot induce leukemia on its own; and the splicing isoform RUNX1-ETO9a, 

which can. This side by side comparison allowed us to directly examine gene expression 

differences to identify classes of genes differentially regulated by leukemic or non-

leukemic RUNX1-ETO forms. Interestingly, we found that interferon (IFN) stimulated 

genes were strongly upregulated by RUNX1-ETO but only weakly upregulated by 

RUNX1-ETO9a. This difference is also seen in primary murine bone marrow cells, in 

which RUNX1-ETO strongly induces an IFN response, but the leukemic RUNX1-ETO-

W692A does not [161]. Given the many negative effects that IFN imparts on the cell and 

on myeloid malignancies in particular [171–174], we hypothesized that this increased 

IFN response is one mechanism by which RUNX1-ETO causes more cellular defects 

than its leukemic forms. We next determined that type I IFNs IFNA and IFNB as well as 

IFN stimulated genes are more strongly induced by RUNX1-ETO than by RUNX1-

ETO9a in both a human leukemia cell line and primary murine bone marrow cells, and 
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that this upregulation is dependent upon the type I IFN receptor IFNAR. Furthermore, 

the addition of type I IFN in vitro inhibits the increased self-renewal of myeloid progenitor 

cells induced by both RUNX1-ETO and RUNX1-ETO9a. Finally and most importantly, 

loss of type I IFN signaling in vivo via knockout of Ifnar1 significantly increased the 

leukemic potential of RUNX1-ETO9a, as demonstrated by a decrease in latency to AML 

onset. We therefore conclude that type I IFN signaling is a factor that decreases the 

leukemic potential of RUNX1-ETO that must be overcome by cooperating mutations for 

the induction of leukemia. However, this is likely not the sole factor, as RUNX1-ETO still 

could not induce leukemia in the Ifnar1-/- background, indicating there are other negative 

effects to overcome as well. 

 These are important findings for multiple reasons. Firstly and most directly, they 

support the use of IFNs in the treatment of t(8;21)+ AML. Although IFNs have a number 

of adverse side effects and high doses are generally not well tolerated by patients [174], 

they still provide an alternative to the standard chemotherapeutic regimen. Additionally, 

as one might expect, these adverse side effects increase with increasing IFN dose [185]. 

However, a higher IFN dose does not necessarily equate to more effective disease 

treatment. In fact, it has been found in a murine AML xenograft model that continuous 

administration of IFN is more important than peak IFN plasma levels, as a constant low 

dose of IFN-β had a greater effect in treating AML than did intermittent IFN-β doses, 

even though the intermittent dose strategy yielded levels of IFN up to 20x greater than 

continuous low dosing [187]. This may be explained by the short half-life of IFNs (4-16 hr 

for IFN-α; 1-2 hr for IFN-β) [186], indicating that an intermittent dose may degrade before 

it exerts an effect on clinical outcome. In putting these results together, it may be 

possible to revisit the use of IFNs in AML treatment as long as the short half-life issue is 

addressed. In fact, the half-life of IFNs can be significantly increased via fusion of IFN to 
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human serum albumin or modification by polyethylene glycol [188,189]. If the murine 

data hold true in humans, the use of these longer-lived IFNs should retain anti-leukemia 

efficacy at much lower doses, hopefully creating a therapeutic window in which 

treatment can be achieved with greatly reduced side effects. Early indications are 

positive, as treatment of an AML patient with pegylated IFN-α led to a complete 

remission in the absence of any major side effects [226]. Whether or not this will pan out 

and be successful in a wider patient base remains to be seen, but it is an enticing 

avenue for investigation. 

 Finally, and perhaps most importantly, this study demonstrates the importance of 

re-examining old clinical data in the light of new mechanistic insights. Although the use 

of IFN in treatment of AML has fallen out of favor due to its side effects, this may have 

been due to a lack of understanding of how best to use the drug. In a careful review of 

available clinical trial data, a huge heterogeneity of AML patient responses to IFN 

treatment was found [174]. Although data from different trials are hard to compare 

directly, it appeared that the best clinical responses were observed in patients whose 

treatment regimens led to more consistent plasma levels of IFN. Our data here provide 

further mechanistic details for this response and support the use of IFN treatment in 

t(8;21)+ AML. As more clinical data become available, it will be interesting to see the 

results of additional meta-analyses of treatments that are only effective in a subset of 

patients or under particular conditions. This is true not just for AML, but for many hard-

to-treat diseases. If one can isolate the factors that affect patient response rate, then 

better clinical treatments can be designed simply by making use of data that already 

exists, as is becoming the case with IFN treatment of AML. 

 The last part of this work focuses on biological insights as to how t(8;21) fusion 

proteins regulate their target genes. We chose Alox5 as a model gene for these studies, 
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as it provided both an opportunity to study genes upregulated by RUNX1-ETO proteins 

[194], and Alox5 has been shown to be critically required in chronic myeloid leukemia 

[203], indicating that it may be important in AML pathogenesis as well. Functionally, we 

determine that Alox5 is indeed required for the in vitro increase in self-renewal of 

myeloid progenitor cells induced by not only RUNX1-ETO9a, but also the AML-

associated fusion proteins MLL-AF9 and PML-RARα. However, this does not correspond 

to an in vivo difference, as both RUNX1-ETO9a and MLL-AF9 induce leukemia in 

wildtype and Alox5-/- genetic backgrounds with indistinguishable latency. A thorough 

examination of why these differences may exist can be found in the Discussion section 

of Chapter 3, but here it is interesting to point out a further possibility for consideration. 

Although ALOX5 is required for the synthesis of leukotrienes, a subclass of small pro-

inflammatory molecules known as eicosanoids, two other pathways exists for eicosanoid 

synthesis: the cyclooxygenase and the P450 monooxygenase pathways. These 

additional two pathways lead to the production of molecules chemically distinct from 

leukotrienes, but whose downstream effects are quite similar [227]. Therefore, in a 

complex in vivo system, it is possible that when the ALOX5 pathway is lacking, one or 

both of these alternate pathways increase their eicosanoid production to compensate. 

However, this compensation may not be found in a simpler in vitro system where cell 

types and feedback signaling is much more restricted. Therefore, it is possible that 

inhibition of the ALOX5 pathway would only show efficacy in vivo if these compensating 

pathways are inhibited in combination. Whether or not this is the case for ALOX5 in AML 

remains to be seen, and this is an additional level of complexity to take into 

consideration when examining new treatment options in the future. A failure in a switch 

from in vitro to in vivo systems may not mean a total failure of the drug, but rather that 
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additional complexity needs to be taken into account and the drug may in fact work well 

when used alongside other targeted treatments. 

 Mechanistically, our study yielded several novel insights into t(8;21)-mediated 

gene regulation. Specifically, we identify KLF6 as a novel mediator of RUNX1-ETO9a 

target gene transcriptional activation, which requires a KLF6 binding motif in the Alox5 

promoter region. We further discover that KLF6 itself is both upregulated by t(8;21) 

fusion proteins and can interact with RUNT domain-containing proteins such as RUNX1-

ETO, RUNX1-ETO9a and most strongly with wildtype RUNX1. Although initially 

receiving interest for its role as a tumor suppressor gene, particularly in prostate cancer, 

it is now clear that KLF6 has both oncogenic and tumor suppressive functions depending 

on which splicing isoforms are predominant and which transcriptional partners are 

present in the cell [228]. It is currently unclear which role, if any, KLF6 plays in AML 

development, but its significant and specific upregulation in t(8;21)+ AML and 

participation in RUNX1-ETO gene regulation indicate it may have an oncogenic function. 

Additionally, since KLF6, like RUNX1, is critically required for the development of the 

hematopoietic system [205], it will be interesting to initiate future work as to the 

functional consequences of the RUNX1/KLF6 interaction in hematopoiesis and if these 

wildtype proteins also function together in gene regulation. Finally, KLF6 is just one 

member of the KLF family that contains at least 17 proteins with significant structural 

homology, overlap in binding motif preferences and roles throughout normal 

hematopoiesis and disease states [210]. Whether RUNT domain-containing proteins 

interact with any of these other family members and function together in gene regulation 

or hematopoietic development remains an important and interesting topic to study. 

 In sum, the work contained herein describes a comprehensive study of t(8;21) 

fusion protein function, from basic biological insights of gene regulation to mechanisms 
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of and potential treatment options for disease development. We demonstrate a clear and 

important role of the degree of transcriptional dysregulation by RUNX1-ETO in its 

cellular effects and in AML development, painting a much more complex picture than 

previously thought. We further show that alternate forms of RUNX1-ETO can be used to 

tease apart its pro- and anti-leukemic properties for individual study. We then clearly 

demonstrate the usefulness of these models in the identification of type I IFNs and IFN 

stimulated genes as being significantly differentially regulated by leukemic and non-

leukemic RUNX1-ETO forms, supporting the notion that IFNs contain new promise in the 

treatment of AML, providing the appropriate IFN formulations are used. Finally, we 

identify a novel mechanism by which t(8;21) fusion proteins can upregulate target gene 

expression, a relatively under-studied field given the traditional role of RUNX1-ETO as a 

transcriptional repressor. In this identification of KLF6, we find not only a new mediator 

of RUNX1-ETO9a gene activation, but also a new protein binding partner of RUNT 

domain-containing proteins, opening the door to the possibility of an entire new family of 

proteins functioning in RUNX biology. 
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